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This study sought to discover how Kuan Han-Ch'ing

portrayed the Yuan Dynasty (1280-1368 A.D.) and the

Confucian view of women by means of the characterization

in Kuan's plays. Eight female characters, three male

public officials, and three male villains were selected

for study. It was discovered that Kuan portrayed the

ordinary people of his time with outstanding skill; that

the characters selected for study provided ways of life

contrary to Confucianism, the prevailing philosophy; that

Kuan's characterization satirized the Mongol ruling class;

and that Kuan depicted women more favorably than Confucian

philosophy would have allowed.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The Chinese theatre cor bined music, dance, dialogues,

acrobats, special symbols, and exaggerated performances of

drama both to entertain an audience and to educate the

playgoers. According to Wang Kuo-wei, this theatre began

with the ancient religious ceremonies; Liu Shih-pei, how-

ever, indicates that the early Chinese drama mainly copied

rituals associated with ancestor worship (7, p. 2). Not

until the Han dynasty (206 B.C.-221 A.D.) were songs and

dances portraying various themes incorporated into the

earlier dramatic forms of the "hundred plays." This new

style of art, the "hundred plays," also flourished in the

Tang dynasty (618-904 A.D.), when acrobats and dialogues

were initiated. The Sung dynasty (960-1279 A.D.) brought

the shadow play, the puppet play, professional storytelling,

and Tsu-chu (miscellany or variety plays) into the theatre.

One of the most complete dramatic forms from its earliest

manifestations, Tsa-chu had its own independent structure,

which normally included four parts: yan-duann (the prologue),

a short summary of the story; jeng-tsa-chu (main acts),

usually having two sets; and tsa-ban (the epilogue), which

was a simple comic performance (11, pp. 13-14).
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After the Sung dynasty, China was ruled by the Mongol

Yuan dynasty (1280-1368 A.D.), throughout which the Chinese

scholars had no way to further their careers at court.

Because of the serious economic pressures that resulted,

many of these scholars changed their professional careers

and became storytellers, small businessmen, and fortune-

tellers, or concentrated merely on writing to earn a living.

Unlikely as it may seem, a mature form of Chinese drama

was also established during this period. By writing plays

with stories drawn from history, legends, .novels, epics

and contemporary events, these scholars successfully repre-

sented the people's dissatisfaction with their rulers.

Since the plays also vividly expressed many popular dreams

about life, the works have touched audiences throughout

the ages. Thus becoming an incomparable literary treasure,

some of these scholars' plays are widely performed even

today (12, pp. 63-64).

Probably the best-known dramatist of this period was

Kuan Han-ch'ing (1224-?1300 A.D.). Both a superb scholar

and an excellent writer, Kuan Han-ch'ing ignored the prac-

tices of his fellow scholars, who considered drama an

insignificant skill, and spent his lifetime writing for

the commercial theatre. His efforts increased the drama's

popularity with the upper classes and maintained its close

ties with the lower classes. Kuan Han-ch'ing was also one
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of the great scholars in Chinese history who realistically

copied the lives and dreams of the bourgeoisie and the

common people from their own point of view. In fact, his

dramatic works constituted the "first triumph of realism

in Chinese literature" (8, p. 17).

In Kuan's extant plays, the most obvious attribute

was the courage of the women that he portrayed, but a

close second was the resentment or dissatisfaction that his

characters showed toward life. A third important aspect

of Kuan's plays was the comprehensive and truthful picture

of civil life they presented. The lives led by his char-

acters seemed so real that even today audiences have felt

that these people could easily be their neighbors. Finally,

Kuan used his characters to express his reactions toward

his society.

Subject

The subject of this study was Kuan Han-ch'ing's use

of major female characters (representing virtue, beauty,

wisdom, power, and intelligence) and minor male characters

(usually corrupt government officers and other villains)

to portray his view of the Yuan dynasty.

Purpose

The purpose of this study was to analyze the principal

female and selected minor males roles in the eleven extant
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plays of Kuan Han-ch'ing with regard to their relationship

with Kuan's beliefs about anarchy and disorder. The ways

in which the personalities of the female characters

reflected particular social concepts of the Yuan dynasty

and in which the minor male characters were designed to

articulate Kuan's rebellion against his society were exam-

ined.

Background

A Brief History of Chinese Drama

Before Kuan Han-ch'ing

About 104 B.C., during the Han dynasty (206 B.C.-

221A.D.), China established its first Imperial Office of

Music. The new office helped all kinds of entertainment

to thrive. In fact, so many kinds flourished that later

these became known as the "hundred plays," which included

music, dance, mime, the shadow play, tightrope walking,

wrestling, athletic display, conjuring, and sword and fire

swallowing (1, p. 86).

Among these forms of entertainment, the wrestling

performance called "chiao-ti-shih" probably was the most

important. Tung_ Hai Huang Kung, a story about a legendary

brave man named Huang Kung who lived near Tung Hai (the

East Sea) in the Chin dynasty (221-206 B.C.) and who fought

with a white tiger using his wrestler's skills, was well
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known. Though simple, this work played an important role

in the development of the early Chinese drama because it

utilized certain forms and plots to tell a complete story.

In Lectures on the History of Chinese Drama, Chou I-pei

wrote that the "hundred plays" should be considered the

real beginning of the drama in China (3, pp. 6-8). Since

the "hundred plays" spread throughout the country during

that era, Chou's conclusion was probably right.

After the period of the "hundred plays" in the Han

dynasty, although China was involved in one war after

another for four hundred years, entertainments were still

popular. During this time, communication with India and

Central Asia was highly developed and promoted much more

culture exchange between China and these two areas than

ever before. New musical instruments and vivid melodies

were introduced, but some of the old tones were lost

(4, pp. 25-26). This contact with other cultures both

reshaped traditional musical activities and directly

influenced the Chinese theatre (3, pp. 6-8).

In the Tang dynasty (618-904 A.D.), China was in a

period of strong military dominance and flamboyant cultural

activities. Many Tang emperors had a special interest in

theatrical activities, although the entertainment system

at court still followed the -earlier styles and only minor

changes were made (3, pp. 13-16). In 642 A.D., Emperor
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Tai-tsung classified his court entertainers into two cate-

gories: li-pu.-chi (standing entertainers) and tso-pu-chi

(seated entertainers). The first performed singing, dancing,

acrobatics, and storytelling; the latter were the best

musicians from all over the country (3; 4, p. 16; 25).

Taken generally, the programs of li-pu-chi were adopted

from the "hundred plays," but some were also influenced by

elements from Central Asia. Four programs in this era

formed the main body of Chinese dramatic works: Ta-mien

(The Big Face or the Masked Face) (11, p. 5), Po-tao (The

Western Country Po-tao) (4; 3, p. 17; 17), Ta-yao-niang

(The Stamping-Swaying Wife) (3, pp. 19-20), and Tsan-chun-

shih (The Military Counselor) (lL, pp. 7-8). All of these

programs had originated in the North-South dynasty (420-

589 A.D.).

During the Sung dynasty (960-1279 A.D.), the "hundred

plays" were still a popular form of entertainment. Stories

were performed as shadow plays, puppet plays, songs and

dances, professional storytellings, and Tsa-chu (miscellany

or variety plays), which by this time had become an exten-

sion of Tsan-chun-shih. Dialogue was often used in the

plays, but it was mixed with songs, dances, and acrobatics;

the composite "work" usually told a newly-created story

drawn from novels or legends which had become well-known

in the earlier Tang dynasty.
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The Tsa-chu (miscellany or variety plays) also began

to develop a typical plot structure that included yan-

duann (the prologue), jeng-tsa-chu (main acts, two sets),

and tsa-ban (epilogue). The cast of each program was

enlarged to incorporate five actors, each having different

comic or animal-like costumes (2, pp. 21-22); hand prop-

erties were also widely used (3; 11, pp. 13-14, 37). Since

the performances of Tsa-chu were very popular, they were

much more likely to be seen by country people than at the

Royal Court (3, p. 41).

In the thirteenth century, the Chinese Sung dynasty

was gradually defeated by the Mongols, who established the

Yuan dynasty in China and established Peking as the new

capital. Since the invaders came from the northern part

of China, their knowledge of the Chinese literary classics

was limited. The subsequent need for a.theatre using every-

day language led to a drama that was considerably more

natural and therefore more vivid than it had ever been

before. The result was Yuan-tsa-chu (miscellany, or varied

plays, of the Yuan era).

Another reason for the new type of Chinese drama which

flourished during the Yuan dynasty was that, with China

under Mongolian control, Chinese scholars could not get

involved in politics. The whole population of conquered

China was divided into four social classes: Mongolians,
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Central Asian auxiliaries, Northern Chinese (North China

had been in the hands of the Mongols since 1234 A.D.), and

Southern Chinese. The community was rigidly structured:

government officers held the highest rank, followed by

lower-level officials, Buddhist clergy, Taoist clergy,

medical men, artisans, hunters, the general public,

Confucian scholars, and beggars (12, pp. 59-60). Since

the scholars had the second from the lowest rank, many of

them retreated from social life and lived as hermits; some,

however, concentrated on writing.

Kuan Han-ch'ing and Yuan-tsa-chu

Although no exact record showing Kuan Han-ch'ing's

birth or death was discovered, he probably lived between

1224 and 1300 A.D. (10, p. 17), within what became known

as the golden age of the Chinese theatre. Kuan was a

lyric poet who wrote plays for a living (12, p. 65). Of

his sixty-six known plays (10, pp. 38-42), only eighteen

of them were preserved. Three of these were in the form

of poetic arias, and the authorship of another four was

seriously questioned (6, pp. 149-159). The eleven plays

which were both complete and undoubtedly written by Kuan

were The Jade-Mirror Stand (Yu-chin T'ai), Hsieh T'ien-

hsiang, the Courtesan (Hsieh T'ien-hsiang), Rescued by a

Courtesan (Chiu Feng-Ch'en), The Butterfly Dream (Hu-tieh
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Meng), Golden-Thread Pond (Chin Hsien Ch'ih), Injustice to

Tou 0 (Tou 0 Yuan), The Riverside Pavilion (Wang-chiang

Tting) , Weeping for Ts'un-shiao (Y'u Ts'un-shiao), Lord

Kuan Goes to the Feast with the Single Sword (Tan Tao Hui),

Clues from a Dream (Fei I Meng), and Mother Chen Instructs

Her Sons (Chen Mu Chiao Tze).

These dramatic works contained many fine lyric poems.

Pu Fu Lao (On Refusing to Bow to Old Age), for example,

extolled the author's pleasure-seeking attitude toward

life and presented a vivid self-portrait (The "flowers"

and "willows" in the following quotation referred to women

in the pleasure district.):

I picked flowers growing beyond the walls,

And plucked twigs of willows along the road.

Like romantic, free and gay.

I am the leader of husbands under the sky,
The head of prodigals in the world.
I wish to stay young forever to
Spend time with flowers and forget worries with wine.
The denizens of the entertainment districts are like
Hills covered with soft weeds;
Houses built with sand;
Young rabbits begin their trips to the hunting ground.
But I am the old black pheasant that was
Held in a cage and imprisoned by ropes,
Now familiar with the hunting games.

I am a copper pea, that will never become
Soft by steaming, ripe by cooking,
Flat by pounding, or
Pop by frying.

I can play Go, kick a ball,
Hunt and do comic parts;
I can sing and dance,
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Play stringed and wind instruments;
I can perform at parties,
Compose poems and play Double Six.
Even if you knock out my teeth, twist my mouth,
Lame my legs and break my arms,
Since Heaven bestowed upon me these weaknesses,
I still would not give up.
Not until Yama himself summons me,
Spirits and demons come to catch me . . . . . . .
Oh heaven!

Only then shall I cease to travel the road of mist
and flowers (5; 9, pp. 949-951; 211-212).

Another Kuan poem Shuang-T'iao Ch'iao-p'ei'erh

(A Name of the Tone), showed both his Taoism and his

pastoral inclinations:

The law of nature moves after the logic of the world,

Only agreeableness is valuable in life.
Thinking of the rises and falls in the world of mortals,

Propitiousness hides evil, evil hides propitiousness.
How can the rich stay forever rich,

the powerful stay forever powerful?
Sun rises and sets,

Moon swells and eclipses.

Even the sky and earth do not remain the same.
From dawn to dark, the essentials are food and clothes.
Wild ducks are short, cranes are tall,
Not to mention who's right and who's wrong.
Ease sorrows,
Forget angers,

No matter what you have got,
There is no way to escape the final date.

In the dust of carts and hoofs, the rooms of ant hills
and beehives,

Find a safe convenient place to sit, easily.

Time is like fleeting horses,
Don't be foolish,
Don't fight for fame and wealth.

Find ways to give up wrong paths in early days,

Rest desire in this prosperous and colourful world.
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Retire when riding the crest of success, to
Return home, pick brackens and ferns, and
Clear the discords (5, p. 973-974).

Both Kuan's lyric poems and his dramatic works

bemoaned the world's handicaps and the ever-fleeting passage

of time, complained about society during the Yuan dynasty,

and glorified the contemporary society and the hermit's

retiring life. Yet Kuan found a way to cooperate with his

difficult society; his life contained time for leisure

and moments of joy, different games to play, ethics to

value, heroes to worship and common people to sympathize

with. In addition, he could hope that throughhis own

struggles or with the help of fellow beings, his problems

might be rectified.

Besides his mastery of playwriting and lyric poetry,

Kuan had an extensive knowledge of music and a capable

singing voice. In Feng Chung-yun's Kuan Han-ch'ing, the

author stated that Kuan wrote for the theatre because he

was a master of both music and stagecraft. Another scholar

in the Ming dynasty, Tsang Chin-shu, also eulogized Kuan's

talent because he always "joins the theatre activities

personally, has his face made up, takes the acting as his

life and will not refuse to do it" (10, p. 7).

In fact, most historians believed Kuan was responsible

for the structure of Yuan-tsa-chu. Masaru Aoki, for example,

in his Importance of Kuan Han-ch'ing in Yuan-tsa-chu, wrote:
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He [Kuan] was said to be the creator of
Yuan-tsa-chu. No history record has shown who
created this form of Yuan-tsa-chu. But in the
preface of Chung Yuan Yin Yun [Melodies in China],
the Yuan author, Chou Te-ch'ing, has indicated that
"the difficulty, the completeness, and the flourish-
ing of Yueh-fu was never like today . . . its comple-
tion was begun from Kuan. . . . " Yueh-fu means
tsa-chu in that time and Kuan is Kuan Han-ch'ing. . .
so the structure of tsa-chu has never been completed
before Kuan's effort (10, p. 7).

Kuan's plays used northern melodies ("northern" to

distinguish them from later melodies which were popular in

Southern China). The dialogue furthered the action of the

play, and the songs expressed the mood. As a rule, only

the leading player sang the songs.

Each of Kuan's plays had four acts; if four acts were

not enough to tell a dramatic story, a Chieh-tze (wedge)

would be added. Usually the Chieh-tze was used either at

the beginning of each play, where it functioned as the

prologue, or in front of any act to explain an occasional

incident or to function as an interlude. Always short, the

Chieh-tze consisted primarily of dialogues or had no more

than two arias that were sung by actors other than the

protagonist. At the end of each play, a rhymed couplet or

quatrain summarized the story. One of these final lines

served as the title of the play.

The plays always started with a short verse, delivered

by the first actor, which identified the character's

personality or gave a hint about the general concepts in
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the play. Whenever a character entered, he announced who

and what he was and gave the audiences his background. This

phenomenon, which was common to all the Yuan plays, had

its origin in the earlier oral and narrative traditions of

storytelling and in the fact that sometimes one actor was

adept at playing several different characters. The actions

of Kuan's plays moved foward by means of dialogue though

sometimes an actor addressed the audience directly. The

story followed a chronological sequence from beginning

to end and had four acts. There was very little presenta-

tion of details (9, p. 45).

Kuan was especially successful at portraying characters

with adequate motivations, and he skillfully delineated a

character's particular responses. From time to time, he

employed lyric poetry to express the feelings of his charac-

ters. Shih Chung-wen wrote:

With its conciseness and range of connota-
tion, Chinese lyric poetry offers an excellent
vehicle for exploring various nuances of emotion
and suggesting complex and often conflicting
attitudes on the part of the characters in the
plays. Poetic vigor lends animation and intensity
to both speech and discription. . . . (9, p. 52)

Taken as a group, the playwrights in Yuan's time held

an attitude toward playwriting quite different from that

of the writers who lived in earlier periods. The Yuan

writers held no official positions in the court and

refused to work toward some grand purpose. Instead, they
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wrote whatever was in their minds to amuse the audiences

as well as themselves. Although many plays lacked depth

and their couplets and other contests showed much clumsi-

ness and vulgarity when reflecting the society and express-

ing personal feelings, these Yuan plays were not only

true but eloquent. Poetry, verse, and colloquial and

foreign words were used- freely to express different ideas,

images, and moods. Kuan Han-ch'ing was particularly skill-

ful at the portrayal of scenes and modds, and the ease

and naturalness manifest when various languages were used

may well have been the most effective aspects of Kuan's

plays.

Kuan focused his plays on stories of girls, mothers,

wives, and prostitutes; his chief subjects were justice,

prostitution, marriage, and romance. The reason for this

probably was Kuan's love of pleasure and his familiarity

with the brothels where his plays were performed (as was

the custom in that time). Since these works successfully

reflected contemporary society and faithfully recorded

popular thinking during the era, females and minor govern-

ment officials provided ways to understand life in the

Yuan dynasty.

Methodology

Eleven plays unquestionably written by Kuan Han-ch'ing

remained extant. This study investigaged each play to
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3. The characters chosen for study;

4. The concept, structure, language, and scenography

of the extant plays--particularly as they related to Kuan's

characterization of females.

5. The extent to which, if any,

a. the beliefs and the conduct of the female

characters agreed with Confucian concepts,

b. the women fit their own roles in their society,

and

c. the characters achieved the purpose sought by

the playwright.

In Chapter III, which was concerned with minor male

characters, the following topics were examined:

1. Confucian concepts of officers and villains in

society;

2. The place of officers and villains in the Yuan

dynasty;

3. The minor male characters chosen for study;

4. The concepts, structure, language, and scenography

of the plays which related to Kuan's characterization of

officers and villains and to his ideas about his society;

5. The extent, if any, to which

a. the officers' beliefs and conduct conflicted

with the Confucian idealogical political world,

and
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b. the villains stood for a special idea or

reflected a particular social rank.

A summary of the thesis, inferences which may be

drawn from the study, and recommendations for further

research appeared in Chapter IV.

The chief sources of the information in thesis were

1. the eleven complete plays by Kuan Han-ch'ing;

2. The Golden A e of Chinese Drama: Yuan-tsa-chu,

by Shih Chung-wen;

3. A Critical Study of Kuan Han-ching, The Man and

His Works, by Jerome P. Seaton;

4. Daily Life in China--On the Eve of the Mongol

Invasion 1250-1276, by Jacques Gernet;

5. Research Theses on Kuan Han-ch'ing, by Liang

P ' ei-chin;

6. The Study of Kuan Han-ch'ing, edited by Wu

Shiao-ling.
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CHAPTER II

FEMALE CHARACTERS

According to the teachings of Confucius, females were

to be self-disciplined and moral but were not allowed to

exhibit an individual will or a strong personality. Women

always had to be subordinate to men in a Confucian society.

The plays of Kuan Han-ch'ing, however, portrayed effusive

young ladies, ingenious prostitutes, and many intelligent

females. In this chapter the role of women in Confucian

times will be examined and then the information thus devel-

oped will be applied to a study of prostitutes, daughters,

wives, and mothers in selected plays by Kuan Han-ch'ing.

Women in Confucian Times

A Confucian Society

Confucius (?551-479 B.C.) was considered the greatest

Chinese teacher for more than two thousand years. What-

ever the ruling dynasty, his teachings were accepted as

the orthodox way of life (11, p. 15). Dun J. Li wrote:

Of all the ideologies that influences the
thinking and life of traditional China, none was
more important than Confucianism. In fact, prior
to the twentieth century the word "confucianism"
was almost synonymous with the word "Chinese" (5, p. 3).

19
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Born to a poor but aristocratic family, Confucius

held an honorary but not an influential position as an

official in the State of Lu under the Chou dynasty (1122-

249 B.C.). After Confucius accepted the fact that his

paternalistic and democratic theories of government would

never be accepted by his feudalistic ruler, he traveled

and lectured far from his homeland in order to find a ruler

who would believe in his precepts and who was willing to

implement them. After thirteen years of wandering, Confu-

cius went home to die without any political achievements.

For more than two hundred years, "Confucianism" was

only one of many philosophical doctrines in China. During

the Han dynasty (221 B.C.-6 A.D.), however, the teachings

of Confucius triumphed over their rivals. Ever since, the

Confucian classics have been cherished, studied, and applied

to everyday life and politics. They became a kind of

unwritten constitution for China. In Confucius, Howard

Smith wrote that it was during

. 0. .the great Confucian revival of the
Sung dynasty (960-1279 A.D.) that Confucianism was
firmly reestablished as an unassailable orthodox.
It was then that a galaxy of great scholars reinter-
preted the Han dynasty Confucian texts in the light
of some thousand years of development in philosophical
and religious thought. From that time onward, what-
ever the religious predilections personally held
by an emperor, the dominant ideology governing China
remained Confucian. . . . Confucianism was accepted
as the dominant ideology, a way of life, a system of
thought, pervading every aspect of political, social,
and family life, institutionalized in the state
itself (2, pp. 18-19).
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The chief aim of Confucius' teaching was the perfec-

tion of personality. He initiated a time in which

philosophical thought flourished as it never had before

in Chinese history (and never has since), a time in which

the foundations of Chinese culture were laid (8, p. 1).

Confucius believed that a human society required

guidance and instruction, and rectification was the chief

function of government (6, p. 75; 2, p. 59). A "Confucian

society" organized the relationships between friend and

friend, state and family, and governor and governed. The

family included relationships between parents and children,

husband and wife, and older and younger brothers. These

five different relationships, or "wu-lun," denoted social

phenomena in contrast to natural phenomena (2, p. 29).

The relationship between a husband and his wife was seen

as the beginning of civilization; it was the primary social

relationship and was treated like a miniature state.

Certain family ethical codes, therefore, proper attitudes,

and authority had to be followed. Later, as civilization

developed, family education became enlarged to public

education, in which rectification and virtue led to the

greatest social harmony with the greatest happiness (2,

pp. 32-35, 90-102).

Besides these five ethical relationships which taught

the basic social unit--family or government--used to promote
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moral improvement and social happiness, Confucius also

believed that human society could be classified into

shih (officers and scholars), nung (agriculturists), k

(artisans), and shang (merchants). Since social classes

were not hereditary, they could be changed according to

personal behavior. In Imperial China, Michael Lowe wrote:

The quality and merits of an individual are of
greater importance than the circumstances of his
birth or environment. True nobility lies in moral
integrity and ability to serve one's fellow men,
and it is therefore possible for everyman, however
humble his origins, to rise to the highest ranks of
society" (6, pp. 75-76).

Despite the importance of Confucian teaching, the

religious aspect of life was very diversified. In all

classes, Confucian ethics and Buddhist morality mingled

indistinguishably with the influence of the Taoists. To

the Buddhists, the world was an iLllusion, a phantasmagoria.

Life in this unreal world was a series of painful disap-

pointments, associated with all the sufferings of birth,

illness, old age, and death. The Taoists "called on man-

kind to break loose from society, shake off the fetters of

false duties and obligations, return to nature, and merge

with the unsullied, simple, and genuine life of the uni-

verse" (8, p. 89).
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Females in a Confucian Society

In the writings of Confucius, the family unit, or the

husband-wife relationship, was said to be patterned after

that of the cosmos. According to the Book of Change

(4, p. 1), heaven represented the yang (male) force, and

earth represented the yin (female) force. In the family,

or male-female relationship, man was the yang force, and

woman the yin force. Thus, man was "strong, dynamic,

active, and firm; and woman, weak, static, inactive, and

tender" (2, p. 70).

Leonard S. Hsu described the male-female relationship

which was advocated in the Book of Change:

As between husband and wife, the husband
should be the controlling authority on external
affairs, and the wife should have in charge the
affairs within the home. The husband should
respect the wife, and the wife should be
devoted and obedient to the husband. If in
the home the wife dominates, such a home will
be ruined. Likewise in a society where woman
occupies a dominant position and man a subordi-
nate position, that society is contrary to nature,
is abnormal, and will soon perish (2, p. 71).

Though there were women who were famous poets,

female warriors, and even empresses in China, women in

general were supposed to be concerned only with those

things behind the doors of their homes. This view from

the days of Confucius remained unchanged until the thir-

teenth century of the Christian era. While society as a

whole emphasized family-to-family relationships, girls
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remained in the home learning to spin and embroider.

They lacked independence, and their subordinate position

in society was maintained (1, p. 158).

Marriage was linked with family interests and was

primarily conceived as a means of alliance between families.

Through the arrangement of parents and marriage go-betweens,

the young bride became a member of her new family and

hardly had any contact with her own. She could be repud-

iated by the husband's family because of a lack of filial

piety toward her parents-in-law. Such impiety included

disobedience, insults of all kinds, sterility, jealousy,

chattering, and illness which prevented her from partici-

pating in the family ancestral cult (1, p. 163).

The moral code was very strict with regard to women

and was hostile to their least deviation from it. They

were asked to be chaste at all times and to obey their

husbands and parents-in-law without question. Modesty,

chastity, conjugal fidelity, and filial piety were the most

admired feminine virtues.

These moral codes were encouraged by the government

(1, p. 163). Though women in general were asked to manage

only domestic affairs and always to take a position sub-

ordinate to their hsubands, the actual status of women

varied from one social milieu to the other. A female in

the highest social circles or who belonged to the rich
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merchant class led a life of leisure. The wives of petty

traders took an active part in running the business or

managed a restaurant of their own. Writing about Chinese

females in Daily Life in China: On the Eve of Mongol

Invasion 1250-1276, Jacques Gernet stated:

The ladies in the highest social circles and
the wives of rich merchants led a life of leisure.
They hardly ever appeared in public. . . . Their
only occupations, apart from the time spent on
their toilet and on the general management of the
household, were parlour games and embroidery.

There were . . . a few professions open to
women: they could be midwives, marriage go-
betweens, nurses, and domestic servants of all kinds.
But without any doubt, the married woman in the
middle and lower classes played an important economic
role, for which reason her authority in the family
was equal to that of her hsuband. Many possessed a
sound business sense. They were full of initiative
and good at giving advice. Their power was some-
times inclined to be tyrannical: the harpy and
the shrew were not unknown (1, p. 165).

The Female Characters Chosen for Study

In Kuan Han-ch'ing's plays, most of the principal

females were not traditional Confucian women. Just as

Kuan, alone among the Yuan dramatists, portrayed characters

naturalistically, so he also made each of his effusive

young ladies, ingenious prostitutes, and intelligent

females unique in age, class, fate, and personality. The

result was females who were extraordinarily real and concise

as well as touching. Among these highly individualized

beings, those chosen for study were
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1. Chao Pan-erh, a sophisticated prostitute in Rescued

by a Courtesan;

2. Du Jui-niang, a dominant lover in Golden-Thread

Pond;

3. Tou 0, a filial daughter-in-law in Injustice to

Tou 0;

4. Wang Kui-hsiang, a charitable young girl in Clues

From a Dream;

5. Tan Chi-erh, an intelligent remarried lady in The

Riverside Pavilion;

6. Lady Deng, a resentful lamenter in Weeping for

Tsun-shiao;

7. Mother Du, an atrocious mother in Golden-Thread

Pond; and

8. Mother Wang, a heart-broken mother in The Butterfly

Dream.

Each of these eight females represented feminine

power, intelligence, or virtue. Their individualism may

or may not have fit the concepts of the Confucian society";

what they did do, however, was reveal Kuan's view of his

society.

Prostitutes

Perhaps it is axiomatic that a playwright like Kuan

would focus on the pleasure district where he enjoyed his
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life, presented his dramatic works, and observed the lives

and personalities of the girls who surrounded him. Of Kuan's

extant plays, three were about females in brothels. But

what made these plays interesting was not their locale,

or how many were written, but Kuan's attitude toward the

girls; he portrayed them as actual human beings on the one

hand, and as masters of their own lives on the other.

There was no sex prejudice and the girls' profession was

not despised in any way; instead, they were praised for

their brilliance. Moreover, Kuan sympathized with their

serious marital problems.

The first notable prostitute in Kuan's plays was Chao

Pan-erh in Rescued by a Courtesan. The plot of this play

was constructed around a counterplot: Chao Pan-erh's foster

sister, Sung Ying-chang, disregarding Pan-erh's advice,

insisted upon marrying the profligate Chou Sheh. Afterwards,

when Yin-chang was mistreated by her husband just as Pan-erh

had predicted, Yin-chang asked Pan-erh to save her. Know-

ing men as only a prostitute could, Pan-erh designed a

scheme that saved Yin-chang by alertness and shrewdness.

In the first act, when the main action was focused

on Yin-chang's desire to marry Chou Sheh, all the speeches

were written in prose. Then, when Pan-erh learned of

Yin-chang's foolish decision, she could not help sighing

about the difficulties her kind of girl faced in a marriage.
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Her thoughts were presented in lyric poetry set to music

that expressed her intense yet subtle feelings:

We please and accompany men all our lives for money,
In the end, how to find devoted admirers and
Charming husbands who respect us?

Searching for a future,
Seeking the end,
Dark as the fathomless black sea.

To be married, you need a couple,
And each one hopes to find a perfect mate.
We make our choices a hundred, thousand times,
Seeking an honest man--but can we find one?
Seeking a clever fellow--but will he prove

constant? (3, pp. 636-637)

Though Pan-erh was obviously aware of her situation,

she still longed for the happy marriage that was the proper

destiny of women at that time. Yet she also described her

future as "dark as the fathomless black sea."

Another song explained that Pan-erh's self-awareness

was learned from her particular environment:

All singsong girls are considered light and giddy:
This is really the lowest trade;

We have lived by cheating others,
But men torment us, too,
In wicked, unnatural way. (12, p. 109)

When Pan-erh promised Yin-chang's former lover that

she would persuade Yin-chang to give up the marriage, she

went to Yin-chang and questioned her about her wanting to

marry a man who hung around the pleasure district all the

time. Yin-chang's answer was the same as that put forth

by all naive girls:
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Yin-chang: But Chou Sheh looks so handsome in his

fine clothes.

Pan-erh: (sings) Though he decks himself out in
fine feathers,
What does he know of how to treat a wife?
Why do you want to marry him, sister?

Yin-chang: Because he's so good to me.

Pan-erh: In what way is he good to you?

Yin-chang: He cares for me all the year around. In
summer, when I take a nap he fans me. In
winter, he warms the quilt for me. When
I dress to go out, he helps me straighten
my clothes. When I put on my trinkets,
he helps me pin them on. It's because
he's so good to me that I want to marry
him.

Pan-erh: So that's the reason.
(sings) I can hardly keep from laughing'

All this is done to deceive you
Yet you won't see through him, but fall in
love with him! (12, p. 111)

The sharp gap between these two girls, especially when

Pan-erh heard all those "good reasons" and "could hardly

keep from laughing" marked the contrast between a sophisti-

cated and an immature woman. Only Pan-erh was able to

observe that "all this is done to deceive you," and as the

play continued, with Yin-chang still performing naively,

Pan-erh was able to tell truth from falsehood and to develop

schemes for defeating Chou Sheh, a man who declared, "Twenty

years I've been lucky with girls."

The first act ended with Pan-erh failing to dissuade

Yin-chang, who left town with Chou Sheh. The action in the
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second act showed Yin-chang being mistreated by Chou Sheh,

as Pan-erh had predicted, and then sending a letter home

that asked Pan-erh to save her. The opening monologue

delivered by Chou Sheh in Act II explained that Chou Sheh

mistreated his wife because a prostitute was far from a

virtuous wife.

When Yin-chang's mother asked Pan-erh to save her

daughter, Pan-erh could not refuse the request: "I shall

be ashamed when I think of our former friendship," she

stated. Pan-erh prepared her rescue not only with full

confidence--"This is no idle boast: I shan't let the

scoundrel slip through my delicate fingers.'--but also with

a readiness to use her sexual wiles:

When I reach Chengchow, I shall speak to him.
If he's willing to divorce her, well and good. If
not, I'll pinch him and stroke him, hug him and cuddle
him till he is completely distracted. I'll put sugar
under his nose that he can't lick and can't eat
until he divorces Yin-chang. . . . (12, p. 118-119)

The third act revealed how Pan-erh made Chou Sheh

believe her sincerity in wanting to marry him and how he

promised to divorce Yin-chang. A brief dialogue in the

opening scene delineated the kind of man Pan-erh had to

deal with:

Chou: If all that happens is fated,
Why should men toil?
It wasn't to make money that I let you
open this inn, waiter. But if any
attractive girl comes here, call me over
at once.
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Waiter: All right. But how am I to find you?

Chou: Look for me in the courtesan's quarters.

Waiter: And if I can't find you there?

Chou: Then look for me in the gambling dens.

Waiter: And if I can't find you there?

Chou: Then look for me in the jail.

However much of a scoundrel and a glutton Chou Sheh

was, he was not a fool. Attracted to Pan-erh's beauty

and rich dowery and aware that he must divorce Yin-Chang,

he said:

. . . Wait a bit, though. I've scared Yin-chang
by beating her every day. If I give her a divorce,
she'll dash off like a streak of smoke. And then
suppose Pan-erh backs out? Won't I be losing at
both ends? I mustn't do anything rash. . . .

Though Pan-erh's mature ability to see and know things

was foreshadowed in the earlier scenes, only in the later

acts did her wisdom and capability shine forth. In Act III,

for example, when she wanted to trick Chou Sheh, Pan-erh

talked sweetly as well as threateningly. Just as a fisher-

man who must loosen his line several times before he gets

the fish, Pan-erh twice asked her attendant: "Boy, turn

the carriage round, we're going home"; in this manner, she

finally trapped Chou Sheh.

Then, in Act IV, when the two women got the divorce

paper and fled, Chou Sheh ran after them declaring that

the divorce certificate had only four finger-prints on it
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(five were required). When Yin-chang took the paper out

to examine it, Chou Sheh snatched it away and chewed it up.

But Pan-erh had already taken precautions against Chou

Sheh's possible deeds, and later the women freed themselves

in the courtroom with the real divorce paper.

Besides wisdom, Pan-erh exhibited tenderness, thought-

fulness and shrewdness. She was a vivid, sarcastic, amoral

female. A soliloquy in Act II expressed Pan-erh's wish to

settle down and her dislike of her profession:

I am longing to marry and settle down,
But I've never heard of a man
Willing to clear a singson girl's debts and redeem her.

We girls are roadside willows,
And good families will not take in courtesans;
Our lovers seem sincere in the beginning,
But as they grow old they forget their former sweet-
hearts.
They take pleasure for a time,
Then swiftly go their way,
Leaving us all too quickly
Like foam on the waves . . . (12, p. 115)

Although the tone here was too sentimental, the blame was

placed on her "wretched" profession. A similar complaint

about her profession appeared in Act IV, when she was match-

ing wits with Chou Sheh and denying her former marriage

oaths:

Ask all the other girls in the courtesan's quarters,
There's not one who will not take a solemn oath,
Calling on Heaven to wipe out her whole clan,
Swearing again and again.
If such oaths come true,
Why, all of us would have perished! (12, p. 127)
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Even if these lines came from an out-and-out shrew, they

were a severe criticism of her profession, in which nothing

really counted. Pan-erh's sensitivity was mixed with

righteousness, and what was most precious in her personality

was her sympathy toward others. This quality made her more

noble than the "nobility" she served as a courtesan.

Kuan's criticism of brothels and prostitution also

appeared in another play, Golden-Thread Pond, and the prob-

lems of marriage were once more mentioned. Golden-Thread

Pond portrayed the love story of Du Jui-niang, who met

Han Fu-Chen through the introduction of Perfect Shih,

Fu-chen's good friend. They fell in love at first sight,

but Jui-niang's mother prohibited the marriage and, at the

same time, created misunderstandings between the two lovers

to keep them apart. Through Perfect Shih's help, the two

lovers were finally reconciled.

As the central character in Golden-Thread Pond,

Jui-niang also manipulated a male lover and achieved the

command of her life usually reserved for men only. Yet

the structure of Golden-Thread Pond was weakened because

the action was not carried forward by the central character

and in characterization because only the central character

was developed three-dimensionally. It was Perfect Shih,

not Jui-niang, who arranged for the lovers to meet. When-

ever Fu-chen, the male, was rejected by Jui-niang, Perfect
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Shih decided what should happen next. Unfortunately, the

comic role of Perfect Shih was undeveloped in the play.

Even Jui-niang's characterization did not achieve multi-

dimensionality until Act II, when she believed that Fu-chen's

absence was caused by another girl. Actually, Fu-chen had

been driven out by Jui-niang's miserly mother, who did not

want her daughter to get married and stop being a prostitute.

Jui-niang expressed the sorrow and shame of being jilted in

an angry statement to her maid:

If he met someone who is better than I am,
I'll have nothing to say.
But all the young girls are instructed under me!
How can I hold my head up if later I walk on streets?
(sings)
The East Sea cannot wash the shame on my face;
The Shi-Hwa Mountain cannot cover the scandals to my

name.
The strongest ghost cannot open the locks between
my eyebrows;
The longest river cannot wash over the sorrows
in my heart. . . . (3, p. 809)

When Fu-chen came to see her a half month later, Jui-niang

pretended he was not there. when Fu-chen apologized for

his absence and asked for punishment--if that would make

her feel better--she replied, "Since you have no love for

me, don't think I'll touch your skin with my fingernail!"

In the end, she herself drove him away with anger and

jealousy.

In Act III, having been carefully taught by Perfect

Shih, Fu-chen asked Jui-niang's friends to hold a party at
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Golden-Thread Pond so the two lovers would have a chance to

make up. Facing the beautiful Golden-Thread Pond, Jui-

niang could not avoid remembering the good old days with

Fu-Chen. Later when she and her friends played word games,

Jui-niang forbade the players to mention Fu-chen's narmie;

otherwise they would lose the game. It turned out that

Jui-niang was the loser, however, because she could not

remove thoughts of Fu-chen from her mind; it was she who

mentioned his name. Then, after Jui-niang got drunk and

Fu-chen appeared, she sobered up and found herself leaning

against him. Her immediate reaction was, "You stand back!"

Off Fu-chen went to see Perfect Shih again.

In Golden-Thread Pond, Jui-niang was portrayed as a

stubborn woman with strong pride. It was not that she did

not love Fu-chen, but that Fu-chen's turning to another

girl was totally unbearable. Yet even though the portrayal

of her physical reactions supported by her tremendous pride

was imminently human, the fullness of her personality did

not appear until Act IV. At that point, her inhibitions

disappeared when she faced Perfect Shih's threat of punish-

ment. Although Jui-niang had never been a weak person, she

was worn out by the constant struggle with her profession,

her mother, and her lover.

Yet her too-easy surrender made an unsatisfactory end-

ing, especially when she married Fu-chen. Perhaps Kuan's
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writing this play only for the purpose of entertainment

explained this flaw, but at any rate, despite weaknesses

in characterization, Kuan had once more criticized a

particular profession held by women in the Yuan dynasty:

Jui-ninag: I think each out of the one hundred and
twenty businesses is to seek food and
cloth. Who happened to create our
profession, so low and cheap?
(sings)
Where is the deed of managing and trading
in our unjusted business?
No capital, only five words to make money.
(sings)
Wicked, mean, perverse, cruel, and
merciless. (3, p. 806)

Whatever the situation, Kuan's sympathy was with the girls

who were forced into prostitution by society:

Jui-niang: (sings)
There is a word I must to bet you, old
mother.
And begging again and again.
Spring decreased from one dropping petal;
Now I am not old, but
No longer young either.
There is some luck when young, but
No one will ask for me later.

Mother, why not let your daughter get married? I am
getting old.

Mother Du: Maid! Bring tweezers ! Nip off the white
hair on your temples! I still need you to
make money.

Despite his sympathies, however, Kuan knew the truth.

In the traditional Chinese society, where proper behavior

was very well defined (10, pp. 48-49), there was little

room for individual freedom of action. Such idiosyncrasies
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as Pan-erh's being crafty, her freedom in using her sexual

attractions, Jui-niang's calling her mother as an "ugly

old devil," or her chance of having a free romance could

be shown only when Kuan put his characters in a low social

class. This freed them from moral discipline and from

the need to show filial piety or to be chaste at all times.

Daughters

The daughters in Kuan's plays lived according to the

moral principles of Yuan society. In Injustice to Tou 0,

for example, Tou O's morality became her "tragic flaw"

(7, p. 42). Again, in Clues from a Dream, Wang Kui-hsiang's

"justice" trapped her lover in a lawsuit dealing with mur-

der. Injustice to Tou 0 was one of the finest dramas in

the Chinese theatre, not only because of the play's tragic

sense, but also because of the playwright's mastery of

language and characterization. Clues from a Dream was very

well constructed, but the characterization was thin and

flat when compared to that of Injustice to Tou 0.

Injustice to Tou 0 recounted the sufferings to Tou 0,

a young widow who had lost her mother at the age of three

and had become a child-bride at seven. Married at seventeen,

she became a widow at twenty, when she was sold by her

father to Mrs. Tsai, later her mother-in-law. Then, when

Mrs. Tsai, a usurer, went to collect a debt from the her-

balist Sai Lu-i, instead of returning her money, he brought
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her to a field and tried to strangle her. This scene

having been witnessed by Donkey Chang and his father, they

saved Mrs. Tsai. But after Donkey realized that Mrs. Tsai

had a young widow at home, he threatened to strangle her

again unless she gave him Tou 0 as a wife and herself

married Donkey's father.

Meanwhile, at Tou O's home, she wondered why it took

so long for her mother-in-law to collect the debt, and her

thoughts focused on her sad life:

Ah, when shall I escape from my misery?
My heart is full of grief,
I have suffered for so many years!
Morning or evening, it is all the same:
From dawn to dusk I can neither eat or sleep,
Racked by sad dreams at night, sad thoughts by day.
Unending sorrow which I cannot banish,
Unceasing reasons for fresh misery.
Wretchedness makes me weep, grief makes me frown;
Will this never come to an end? (12, p. 26)

Yet Tou O's sorrow and grief did not interfere in her

clear sense of reason or weaken her strong will. When her

mother-in-law came home with Donkey Chang and Old Chang,

Tou 0 refused the marriage strongly and ironically:

Mrs. Tsai: When I asked Doctor Lu for the silver,
he lured me outside the town, and then
tried to strangle me; but an old man
called Chang and his son Donkey saved my
life. Now Old Chang is going to marry
me; that's why I am upset.

Tou: That would never do, mother! Please think
again! We're not short of money. Besides,
you are growing old--how can you take
another husband?
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Mrs .Tsai: Child, I couldn't do anything else!

Tou: Mother, listen to me!
(sings)
What will become of you
If you choose a day and solemnize a wedding?
Now your hair is as white as snow,
How can you wear the bright silk veil of
a bride?
No wonder they say it is hard to keep
women at home,
If at sixty, when all thought of love
should be over,
You've forgotten your former husband,
And taken a fancy to another man!
This will make others split their sides
with laughter!
Yes, split their sides with laughter!
Like the widow who fanned her husband's
tomb,
You're no tender bamboo shoot, no tender
shoot.
How can you paint your eyebrows and remarry?
Your husband left you his property,
Made provision for the future,
For daily food and a good livelihood,
So that you and your son could remain
beholden to no one,
And live to a ripe old age.
Did he go to such trouble for nothing?

Mrs. Tsai: Since it has come to this, I think you'd
better take a husband, too, and today can
be the wedding day.

Tou: You take a husband if you must. I won't!

Mrs. Tsai: The date is fixed, and they are already here.

Donkey: Now we shall marry into their family. Our
hats are brushed as good as new and have
narrow brims like bridegrooms'! Good!
Fine!

Tou: Stand back, you fellows!
(sings)

Women should not believe all men say;
Such a marriage could not last.
Where did she find this old yokel,
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And this other ruffian here?
Have you no feeling left for the dead?
You must think this over again. . . .

(12, pp. 27-28)

In Act II when Tou 0 still would not marry Donkey, he

put some poison in Mrs. Tsai's soup. If Mrs. Tsai died,

he thought, Tou 0 would be destitute and would have to

marry him. But Old Chang drank the soup accidentally and

died. When the case was sent to the court, Tou 0 remained

calm. She told her mother-in-law that she would not be

frightened by Donkey and would be willing to go to the

prefect, becasue she was innocent. In this act, through

Tou O's insisting that she remain a widow, Kuan satirized

the women of his day:

They're all of them faithless, all run after new
lovers;
And before their husband's graves are dry
They set aside their mourning for new clothes.

How shameful that women today are so unfaithful,
So few of them are chaste, so many wanton!
All, all are gone, those virtuous women of old.

(12, pp. 30-31)

But more important, those lines reflected how Tou O's

personality contrasted with that of other women in her time.

Act II thus revealed Tou O's unsuitability for a con-

ventional marriage--both physically and spiritually, and

through her cynical attitude or jealousy toward her mother-

in-law's taking another husband. The characterization of

a young widow through the use of language and imagery was

very successful:
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One says: "Won't you try it?"
The other says: "You have it!"
What a shameful way to talk!
How can I help being angry?
The new couple is in transports;
Forgetting her first husband,
She listens to this new man's lightest word.
Now her heart is like a willow seed in the breeze,
Not steadfast as a rock.
Old love is nothing to new love:
She wants to live with this new man forever,
Without a thought for the other man far away.

(12, p. 32)

In Act III, Tou 0, who had been a strong, chaste, and

woeful widow throughout Act I and II, achieved a kind of

nobility when she was tortured by the Prefect. Her psychic

victory and sense of mercy were obvious:

Tou: It is not that I want to deny my guilt in
court;
But I cannot confess to a crime I' have not
committed!

Prefect: Low characters are like worms that: They'll
only confess when put to torture. Attendant!
Bring the bastinado to beat her!

(The attendant beats Tou 0. Three times she faints
and he has to sprinkle her with water to bring her
around.)

Tou: (sings)
This terrible beating is more than I can
bear . . .
A thousand strokes: I am streaming with blood!
At each blow from the bastinado
My blood spurts out and my skin is torn from
my flesh;
My spirit takes flight in fear,
Approaching the nether regions.
Who knows the bitterness in my heart?
It was not I who poisoned the old man;
I beg Your Honor to find out the truth!

Prefect: Will you confess now?
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Tou: I swear it was not I who put in the poison.

Prefect: In that case, beat the old woman.

Tou:(Hastily) Stop, stop! Don't beat my mother-
in-law. Rather than that, I'll say I
poisoned the old man. . . .

(sings) How could I let you be beaten, mother?
How could I save you except by dying myself?

(12, pp. 34-36)

It was clear to Tou 0 that the aged Mrs. Tsai would

break down under the torture and confess to a crime that

she had not committed. Thus, Tou 0 was sacrificed for her

filial piety. Before she died, unable to forgive her unjust

treatment, she cursed both Donkey Chang and universe:

For no reason, I am found guilty by Imperial law;
Unexpectedly, I suffer punishment.
My cry of injustice startles Heaven and Earth!
In a moment, my drifting soul goes .to Yama's Palace.
The sun and moon hang aloft by day and by night;
Ghosts and spirits hold power over our lives and
deaths.
Heaven and Earth should distinguish the pure from
the foul;

The good suffer poverty and short life.
The wicked enjoy wealth, nobility, and long life.
Even Heaven and Earth have come to fear the strong
and oppress the weak.
They, after all, only push the boats following the
current.
Oh, Earth, as you fail to discriminate between good
and evil, how can you function as Earth?
Oh, Heaven, in mistaking the sage and the fool, you
are called the Heaven in vain! (7, pp. 43-44)

This lyric functioned as both direct characterization

and the playwright's strongest protest against an age of

darkness. The forceful protest against injustice combining

the images of heaven, earth, sun, moon, day, night, ghost,
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and spirit, with other cosmic images, such as snow and

drought, showed Tou O's transcendance from personal suffer-

ing to a universal plane (7, p. 44).

Tou O's sacrifice, if reduced to simple filial piety,

would make the character not touching enough and pare her

complex human personality to a single simple idea. Besides

Tou O's miserable fate, her unfulfilled married life, her

struggle against injustice, and her self-destructive ideas

that were delivered in earlier lines, there was also a

deep love for her mother-in-law. While she was chained and

led to the execution ground, she begged the executioner to

go through the back streets as her final request, so that

"The cangue round my neck [that] makes me stagger this way

and that, and I am jostled backward and forward by the

crowd" (12, p. 37) would not be seen by her mother-in-law

and thus the spectacle would not break the old lady's

heart.

The play ended with the traditional poetic justice of

Chinese drama. At the end of Act III after Tou 0's execu-

tion, the heavens responded to her innocence: the blood

of her wound rose and stained a white flag at the execution

site, it snowed in midsummer, and there was a three-year

drought in the neighborhood after her death. In Act IV,

Tou O's ghost approached her father, who was now an inves-

tigating consultant, and cleared her name.
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Tou O's spiritual triumphs were portrayed as a vic-

tory for Confucian morality and rationality. Another Kuan

play, Clues From a Dream, also expressed his belief in the

better side of human nature and the ultimate victory of

morality and reason. But the leading female character,

Wang Kui-hsiang, was one of Kuan's less developed charac-

ters. If the play succeeded, it was because of its plot

and dialogue only.

Wang Kui-hsiang was betrothed by her parents before

she was born. When she reached sixteen, her future father-

in-law was bankrupt, and her father withdrew the engagement.

But Wang Kui-hsiang did not detest her fiance's poverty;

she decided to give him gold and jewelry to use for her

betrothal gift. That night when her fiance came to pick

up the gold, he found a body in the garden and was mistaken

for the murderer. The boy was first pronounced guilty, but

later a wise prefect reinvestigating the case freed the boy

and married the young couple.

The primary events in Act I were the cancellation of

the betrothal, the unexpected meeting of the two young

people, and Kui-hsiang's decision to give her betrothed

some money. The character portrayal depended mainly on

Kui-hsiang's resolve to keep the betrothal promise and on

her belief that a man should not be judged by his wealth.

In addition to her moral discipline, she showed all the
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attributes of a young, lonely girl who wished for marriage:

The soldier who guards the frontier worries about the

never-ending night;
The girl who leans against the balconies afraid of

the coldness
My tired body rests the needlework for a while,

Alone, rambling in the garden along the sculptured

railings.
Watching the lotus in the pond reducing their bluish

green,
And the leaves on the pear branches dyeing their

colors. . .
Today when facing the bed, there is impatience;
After getting up, my hair wasn't tidy and cannot

hold the jade hairpin. (3, pp. 550-551)

After Kui-hsiang met her fiance, Lee Ch'ing-ann, in

the garden (his kite was caught by a tree in Kui-hsiang's

backyard), she could not continue the snobbery of her

father. Still willing to marry the poor boy, she had him

pick the money up after dark. Before Ch'ing-ann left, she

enjoined him again and again:

Oh! Ch'ing-ann,

It is difficult, difficult to have letters between

you and me.

Each night, I am accompanied by my cold, cold

pillow and my chilly quilt. . . .
I am afraid that we depart too easily and will
have difficulty being reunited.
Ch'ing-ann, you must look forward to our wedding day,

Don't be perfucntory,
Don't be delaying. (3, p. 553)

Although it was not made clear whether love between the two

youngsters existed (passion from women being discouraged at

that time), Kui-hsiang's desire for love was obvious.
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In Act II, the villain Fei Yan, offended by "Half-state"

Wang, Kui-hsiang's rich father, came in the middle of the

night to kill the Wangs. After killing the maid who was

waiting for Ch'ing-ann, he found the gold and jewelry,

grabbed them, and ran. When Ch'ing-ann arrived, he found

the body and stained himself with blood. Frightened, he

ran home. After the Wangs had discovered the murder, Half-

state Wang assumed Ch'ing-ann was guilty. The Wangs went

to Ch'ing-ann's home, saw two bloody handprints on the door,

and as a result sent him to court. Despite his innocence,

Ch'ing-ann soon confessed under the torture of a corrupt

officer. When the wise prefect arrived and was going to

sentence Ch'ing-ann to death, a fly, which had been saved

by Ch'ing-ann from a spider web earlier, kept landing on

the prefect's brush tip. When the fly was caught and

covered under the brush's cap, the cap suddenly broke; the

fly still held the brush tip and would not let the prefect

write down the word "death." The prefect thus thought

that Ch'ing-ann must be innocent and asked his attendants

to lead Ch'ing-ann to a Yama Temple to see what the spirits

would say. When Ch'ing-ann slept in the temple and talked

while dreaming, he told a riddle which indicated the name

and address of the real murderer.

These events occurred in three parts: the realistic

discovery of the dead body and everyone's different reactions,
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the comic first trial, and the supernatural activities after

entrance of the second prefect. Then, in Act III, the

prefect sent out his best two investigators to find the

real murderer. According to the clues from the dream, the

two investigators located first a certain street in the town

and later a suspect whose name fit the riddle. Disguising

himself as a peddler, one of the investigators tried to

sell the murder weapon on the streets. Finally a woman

proved the knife was hers by showing the sheath. When she

turned out to be Fei Yan's wife, the murderer was appre-

hended. Then, in Act IV, Ch'ing-ann was freed. His father

sued Half-state Wang for bringing false charges against the

Lees. Asked by the prefect to solve the problem outside

the court through Kui-hsiang's mediator, the two families

became marriage relatives.

Kui-hsiang's final portrait demonstrated filial piety.

Though she was dissatisfied with her father's deeds,

especially with his bribery of the court officer, she

still helped him do what he wanted, kneeled in front of

her future father-in-law, and begged for his forgiveness

of her father's deeds.

Wives

The two wives chosen for the study were Tan Chi-erh

in The Riverside Pavilion and Lady Deng in Weeping for
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Ts'un-shiao. Since The Riverside Pavilion was a simple

comedy, its structure was typical of Yuan Tsa-chu; it was

probably one of the later works of Kuan Han-ch'ing (9,

p. 116). Weeping for Ts'un-shiao, however, as the title

suggested, approached a tragic mode.

Tan Chi-erh, in The Riverside Pavilion, appeared

more suitable for simple amusement than for providing deep

insights into human personality or motivation. Yet Chi-erh

was lively and quickwitted, and she showed considerable

courage dealing with the villainous Lord Yang. To begin

at the beginning, Chi-erh was a beautiful widow who

remarried the Magistrate, Pai Shih-chung. Since Lord Yang

envied their marriage and wished Chi-erh to be his concu-

bine, Lord Yang tried to kill Pai. But Lord Yang was

fooled by Chi-erh and could never accomplish his plan.

Act I showed how Chi-erh was persuaded to remarry after

having been a widow for three years. During this time,

she visited abbess Pai quite often. In comparison to her

earlier happy life with her husband and her present widow-

hood, she thought that secular life was nothing but a

dream. Kuan wrote a beautiful description of her lonesome

widowhood:

The phoenix has lost her mate,
Fragrance has fled my embroidered quilts,
And dust filled my quiet chamber.
My cheeks bare of rouge and powder,

I grieve through the long, long twilight;
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I sign alone and shed tears
By falling flowers or in the bamboo's shade;
My sighs like a spring breeze make the petals fall,
And my tears stain the emerald rushes.

(12, pp. 131-132)

To escape her sad and lonesome widowhood, Chi-erh

decided to become a nun. When the abbess described the

plain food and hard training, and then showed that Chi-erh's

reason for becoming a nun was only to avoid loneliness, the

postulant was persuaded to remarry. Thus having been

forced to change her plan, Chi-erh observed:

Though your convent's name is Pure Tranquillity,
You seem an experienced matchmaker!
All the lovesick and lonely
Should come to you for medicine,
And you can give them this treatment;
For surely you are an expert
In curing loneliness and sleeplessness!

(12, pp. 134-135)

In Act II the contrast between a Confucian scholar-

officer and a woman who disregarded Confucian teachings by

marrying again became exceptionally clear:

Chi-erh: So that is it! Why should you be afraid of
him?

Pai: The scoundrel is a powerful man, my dear.

Chi-erh: (sings)
What if he is?
He can hardly take another man's wife by
force.
The fellow has no sense of propreity,
But only tries to gratify his lust.
So mark my words:
I shall never yield to him;
His advantages will work to be his disad-
vantages;
He will have to slink back empty-handed.
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Stop beating your breast and lamenting!
I shall go in plain costume
With unlacquered eyebrows,
I shall go today
And see what he means to do.

Pai: No, No! You mustn't go.

Chi-erh: Don't worry, sir, listen! (She whispers to
him.) What do you say to that?

Pai: But you may fall into his trap.

Chi-erh: Don't be afraid.
I shall make him kowtow to me
Like a bleating lamb.
On his boat in midstream
I shall steal his gold tally from him
And leave him no way out! (12, pp. 140-141)

Earlier in the same act, when Chi-erh tried to discover

what was troubling her husband, she acted like a rogue and

was "essentially a silly little woman" (9, p. 122), but

her dominant behavior was that of a lively and darling wife.

Act III showed Chi-erh using her beauty and intelli-

gence to seduce Lord Yang, and get the sword of authority

and other documents which were to be used in killing her

husband. This act was the climax of the play. Then, in

Act IV, when Lord Yang went to Pai Shi-chung, he was not

able to present the warrant for arresting Pai. Later

Chi-erh appeared and Lord Yang realized that he was tricked.

In the end, he was dismissed from his official post.

In a society that valued women's chastity highly,

considerable courage, indeed, was required for a widow to

say about her marriage, "If I can find a man who would love
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me as much as my last husband, I would consider it." It

would have been especially difficult for a woman educated

well enough to write couplets with a scholar such as her

husband to do this. Perhaps this courage was what made

her unafraid of Lord Yang--who not only was a male stranger,

but also a powerful "rack among racks, and was feared by

all the citizens." Certainly she went to him of her own

accord and performed her seduction without fear.

Jerome Seaton wrote:

The Riverside Pavilion is a wonderfully witty
play in-both plot and dialogue. Kuan uses all of
the techniques of the comic artist well, and the
piece appears to be eminently playable, even across
the gap of seven hundred years. (9, p. 127)

If Confucian morality was portrayed favorably in The

Riverside Pavilion, there still were doubts about what the

moral boundaries should be. The play Weeping for Ts'un-

shiao once more reflected the same doubt. Considered

Kuan's major protest against Mongol rule, this tragic drama

shcwd how two villains, Kang Chun-li and Li Ts'un-shin,

envied Ts'un-shiao's brilliant achievements in war and spoke

ill of him in front of their foster father, an imbecile

Tartar general named Li Ko-yung. As a result, Ts'un-shiao

was murdered. Later the wrong was cleared, and the two

villains were sacrificed to Ts'un-shiao's ghost.

In Act I, General Ts'un-shiao and his wife, Lady Deng,

returned home victorious, but their drunken foster father,
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Li Ko-yung, had forgotten his earlier promises of giving

him a rich state to govern. Instead, Ts'un-shiao was asked

to govern a dangerous frontier, and the two villains got the

rich state through political maneuvers. The brave general,

though not satisfied with his father's arrangement, took the

order and went sadly. His wife, Lady Deng, pointed out

the injustice of this assignment:

Now the world is at peace you forget
How when you needed men,
Ts'un-shiao quelled so that you
Might win fame and riches. . . .
He never unbuckled his armour,
His horse was never unsaddled.
Mother should remind our father
Of all Ts-un-shiao did for them.
Why should men with no feats to their credit
Receive good cities
While Ts-un-shiao goes unrewarded? (12, p. 212)

She also reviled Ts'un-shin and Chun-li as gluttonous

cowards and foresaw that there would be troubles ahead.

Her idea was that Ts'un-shiao should leave the place:

Say no more.
Your brothers are not true brothers to you,
And now I have offended our parents. . .
It is lucky--
That we shall be far apart,
Each in our own city,
Otherwise Ts'un-shin and Chun-li
Would be in for trouble--
One a downright liar,
The other a fawning flatterer,
Two glib, deceitful knaves! (12, p. 214)

Thus, Act I reflected the stupidity of a foreign

general, under whose government showiness, deceitfulness,

confusion, and delirium were rampant. With irony and
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bitterness, Lady Deng tried to explain the injustice:

"After all, we were not born in the house of Li.1" In Act II

Ts'un-shin and Chun'li went to Ts'un-shiao's quarters to

spread the rumor that Li Ko-yung now wanted all his foster

sons to use their original names. Afterwards they told

Ko-yung that Ts'un-shiao was betraying Ko-yung by not admit-

ting that he was a member of the Li family. Ts'un-shiao's

foster mother, Lady Liu, however, did not believe Ts'un-

shiao was capable of being unfaithful. After she questioned

Ts'un-shiao until she discovered the truth, she brought

Ts'un-shiao back to clear up the misunderstanding. But

since Ko-yung was drunk again, the two villains took the

opportunity to lead Lady Liu away and to have Ts'un-shiao

torn to death.

There were two interludes in this act. The first one

occurred after Ts'un and Chun-li left Ts'un-shiao's quarters;

Landlord Li and his adopted son were led to Ts'un-shiao,

and the boy cried:

Mercy, Your Honour! When my father had no son
he adopted me. But now that he has land, a house,
and farm tools, as well as a son of his own, he has
no further use for me and wants to drive me out.
So I come to appeal to you. Have mercy and decide
between usl (12, p. 220)

Since the boy's situation was the same as that of Ts'un-

shiao, after Ts'un-shiao head this speech, he was furious

and ordered his guards to beat the old man. This act, which
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would have been the height of immorality at that time,

vented Tsl'un-shiao's anger against his father. The calmness

of Lady Deng's reaction when facing the injustice of the

boy, however, revealed the sadness:

Ts'un-shiao: . . . Guards, beat that old man!

Lady Deng: Wait! Don't beat him!
(sings)
I listen with sinking heart,
It is not right
To beat this foolish old man.
If father and son had quarrelled
That is only nature.

Ts'un-shiao: Guards, beat that man!

Lady Deng: (sings)
You condemn him unheard.
You beat him before he can speak;
What a wrong-headed judge you are!
Oh! You will kill him.
And what rough guards you have'!

(20, p. 223)

The second incident occurred after Lady Liu took

Ts'un-shiao back to Ko-yung, who was drunk again. The

two villains told Lady Liu that her own son had fallen

from a horse and was dying; after she left, they murdered

Ts'un-shiao. Thus, unlike the Confucian concept of a

mother, Lady Liu betrayed a son linked with righteousness

and loyalty. To a Chinese audience, a sense of loyalty and

justice to one's friends was supposed to be one of the

most charitable virtues. But this virtue apparently was

missing from this Tartar woman. On the other hand, Lady

Liu's reaction concerning her own flesh and blood was natural.
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Act III and IV provided little that was new in the

story. In Act III, a maidservant reported to Lady Liu

that Ts'un-shiao had been cruelly killed. In Act IV,

Ko-yung admitted his wrong and sacrificed the two villains--

his favourite adopted sons. When Lady Deng appeared in

this act, the scene was desolate. Carrying her husband's

ashes, she waved her little pennant to tell her husband's

spirit not to lose his way home. But as for herself, she

had lost her hope and faith as well as her husband.

Pausing along the way, she spoke to her mother:

Deng: Mother, you caused my husband's death.

Liu: What did I do?

Deng: You promised that all would be well, that the
misunderstanding would be explained away.

Liu: Oh! Daughter, not a word have you forgotten.
(12, p. 234)

This exchange revealed that she had never stopped

worrying about Ts'un-shiao after he left for Ko-yung. Her

deep sadness, however, came from her realization that

Ts'un-shiao's death was more directly in the hands of his

frail father and his loving mother, and she really could

do nothing about it.

Mothers

Mother Wang in The Butterfly Dream and Mother Du in

Golden-Thread Pond demonstrated Kuan's feelings about
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anarchy. Though neither character had any uniqueness, and,

indeed, were completely contradictory in nature and behavior,

both revealed the disorder of their times. In Golden-Thread

Pond, Mother Du was the villain who provided the main

conflict in the play by forbidding her daughter, Jui-niang,

to marry the scholar Han Fu-chen. Her motivation was

simple economic gain. Though Jui-niang was her own flesh

and blood, she forced her to be a prostitute. Even when

Jui-niang reached the age of thirty, she still had to

continue her immoral occupation.

Mother Du's wickedness was accomplished in Act I, her

only appearance, and Jui-niang described her bitterly:

When some travelers spent all their money
here and asked her for a little fee to go home,
she will shut her ears and close her eyes. When
someone squandered money like dirt in the front
door, and another wasted at the back door, she

will open her tearful eyes and cheer her old spirit
up.

Jui-niang, of course, was used by Mother Du as a tool

for making money. She could have no free romance, and her

lover, Han Fu-chen, could not get close to her "unless

the donkey will have horns and the pot will grow roots."

Then, when Jui-niang was no longer young and begged her

mother to let her be free, Mother Du answered coldly and

heartlessly: "Nip off the white hair on your temples, I

still need you to make money." And Jui-niang's complaint

about her profession--"No capital needed, only five words
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to make money. Which five?--Wicked, mean, perverse, cruel,

and merciless"--was a description of Mother Du.

Mother Du also was significant because she was a

Buddhist, one who was supposed to be merciful, kind, loving,

and able to enjoy a simple and plain life. It is interest-

ing to note that Kuan satirized the Buddhists with an old

lady who was reading the Sutras while doing whatever she

wanted to do. In fact, although Mother Du was the only

Buddhist among the characters in Kuan's plays, there cer-

tainly were some Buddhist thoughts reflected in many of

his other female characters. Tou 0, for example, wondered

whether she was suffering because she burned too little

incense in her former life. Again, Chao Pan-erh believed

that her marriage was doomed by her former life. But

neither of these women was actually a practicing Buddhist

like Mother Du. In any case, Mother Du's hypocrisy was

all too plain, as Jui-niang noted: "How many chapters of

Sutras can redeem your sin?"

Though the mother-daughter scene in Act I of Golden-

Thread Pond is short, it was considered Kuan's most cynical

satire on both prostitution and Buddhism. Mother Wang in

The Butterfly Dream, however, is a completely different

woman. When Mother Du would never believe that sacrific-

ing Jui-niang's life for profit was wrong, Mother Wang

sacrificed her own son with the intention of behaving
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righteously. Where Mother Du did not concern herself with

moral choice in her deeds and seemed quite happy in her life,

Mother Wang made the heart-breaking choice to send her own

flesh and blood to his death.

The story of The Butterfly Dream was simple. When

Mother Wang's husband was killed by the imperial relative

Kuo Piao, her three sons revenged the killing and took

Kuo Piao's life. Being sent to court to pay for this deed,

the two adopted sons were saved; but the natural son was

put to death. Later Mother Wang's noble deed was discovered

by the just prefect, Pao Cheng, all of her sons were

freed, and the whole family was honored by the emperor.

In Act I, when old Wang set out on a shopping trip, he

happened to get in Kuo Piao's way and was beaten to death.

His three sons sought revenge for their father's death and

were sent to prison immediately. The act reflected the

bitterness of the poor, as well as the ferocity of the

powerful. As a practical housewife, Mother Wang reminded

her family to put aside the dreams of being noble someday

through the civil service examinations:

Husband, you must find some way to set our boys up
for life.
Don't tell me scholarship leads to a good career--
We are short of money now.
What use is your hard study by the frosty window?
In this world rogues do better than honest men.
The clothes--not the men are respected.
I always speak my mind:
What guarantee is there that our three sons
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Will pass their test next spring?
How can they enter the dragon gate of officialdom?

(21, p. 86)

Then, when Mother Wang heard the news of her husband's

death, she lamented:

He never plotted with the enemy,
Never harmed any man or the state. . . .
Look at those angry wounds !
Here he lies, black and blue.
So devoted a husband and father--
Who could have thought you would die like this?
None knows what will happen from one day to the next.

(12, pp. 81-82)

After Kuo Piao had been seized and brought to her,

Mother Wang said:

I shall charge you in the court!
What does it matter if you are a noble,
Related to the imperial house?
Even the emperor's own sons and grandsons
Must go to court for murder! (12, pp. 82-83)

This sense of justice motivated her deeds in her

actions later in the play.

Act II was the court scene in which Mother Wang

demonstrated her overwhelming love by protecting the lives

of the two adopted sons and giving away her own son's life.

Under this difficult situation, Mother Wang's character-

ization was at least true and realistic. When she first

appeared in court, her honesty and simpleness were revealed:

Trembling and fearful,
Knowing our guilt,
We shall have to confess our crime. . .
The drum thunders beneath the steps;
Awe-struck and terrified,
I am lost my head and am utterly exhausted.
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This is no light offence but a serious crime.
There an old man lies dead on the ground,
And here mother and sons are arrested.
My eyes shall see my own children executed.
I peep fearfully at this court
Which I have never entered before. (2, p. 87)

Under the inquiries of Prefect Pao and at the sight

of her boys being beaten and dragged, she was truly terri-

fied. She could not bear to lose the elder, and the death

of the second also would break her heart; she could only

wish she could take the boy's place and die. But Prefect

Pao wanted a boy to pay for the death. When he twice

decreed the death of the older boys, Mother Wang said the

two were filial and smart sons. When the third boy was

sentenced to die, she painfully agreed. Prefect Pao thus

concluded that the first two boys must be her own sons and

the third must be adopted. After the truth was revealed,

Mother Wang explained:

Pao: Now look here, woman, aren't you making
a mistake? Wouldn't it be better to let
one of the adopted sons pay for this
crime and keep your own child to support
you?

Mother Wang: That would not be right, Your Honour. If
I let the first wife's sons die, it would
look as if I were a heartless stepmother.
If I took advantage of these boys, I
should blush to remember those virtuous
mothers of old. (12, p. 93)

Although the motivation for her choice was shame at

having to face the dead, virtuous mothers and to acquire

a bad reputatiLon, the choice was painful. When the three
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boys were led to a cell without having it explained who

was going to die, Mother Wang struggled desperately, tried

to stop the act, but failed. She said:

I am desperate--I must act.
Shall I appeal to the provincial governor,
Beat the court drum in the capital,
Or call aloud before the imperial carriage?
No, who would pay any heed to a foolish woman?
To die would be better than to live on alone
With no one to support me,
Weeping and wretching to the end of my days.

(12, p. 95)

Prefect Pao, however, satisfied with Mother Wang's

virtue, remembered a dream he had had before the case

was sent to his court. In the dream, a big butterfly saved

two of her youngsters from a spider's web but left the

third one on the web. Out of mercy, Prefect Pao saved

the third butterfly himself. And now Prefect Pao decided

what to do.

Act III portrayed Mother Wang visiting her sons at the

jail with some food that she had begged in the streets.

Though the mother was portrayed as a virtuous woman, the

begging and her later acts represented her motherliness.

When it became obvious that the food was hardly enough for

the three boys to share, and knowing that the little one

was going to die, she gave the food to the two older boys.

At the same time, she asked the two boys not to allow the

third one to see that they were eating. And when she left

the jail with the two boys that were set free, she kept
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looking back again and again, wishing to have a last glance

at her child.

The final act showed Mother Wang leading the two boys

to find little Wang's corpse outside the city wall at dawn.

There they found that Prefect Pao had executed a horse

thief in little Wang's place and let little Wang go free.

The scene was sad and touching at first, but ended comically:

Prefect Pao came with the order of the emperor and announced

that the three sons were to be given official posts, and

Mother Wang was to be honored as a Virtuous Lady.
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CHAPTER III

MALE CHARACTERS

Moral superiority was always emphasized in the teach-

ing of Confucius. He believed that when everyone in the

community behaved morally, harmony and happiness of the

society would be achieved. The plays of Kuan -Han-ch'ing,

however, exposed several scholar-officials and ordinary

males who failed to lived according to Confucian ethics.

This chapter will describe the ideal character in a Confucian

society and then use this description to analyze selected

characters in Kuan's plays.

Confucian Ideology

Confucius had inherited a traditional religion that had

been fully developed in China for at least one thousand

years: the so-called "Way of Heaven." Closely associated

with the government and the family, the religion of Heaven

and Earth pervaded every aspect of life. The Book of Change,

one of the Confucian classics, noted that Heaven and Earth

came first, then all material things, and finally, male and

female. The existence of males and females led to husbands

and wives, fathers and sons, and sovereign and subjects.

From the sovereign and his subjects came the high and the

65
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low in society, and this distinction led to the arrangements

of propriety and righteousness (7, p. 35).

Such a "Way of Heaven" caused Confucius to develop his

ethico-political system of thought. His "Way of Man" (Jen

Tao) included such ideas as propriety (li), righteousness (i),

love (jen), and so forth. Although Heaven endowed men with

natures that were fundamentally good and indeed provided them

a "Way" (Tao, literally means road or path) to follow

(11, p. 65), Confucius believed that it was important for men

of wisdom and good nature to "travel" on the "Way" ordained

by Heaven and thus to gain human perfection. Confucius'

primary concern was a good society based on good government

and harmonious human relationships. This concern made him

focus on the actual practice of the "Way" throughout his

society. In this manner, Confucius provided a standard of

behavior and an authentic and external code of conduct for

men to follow.

This belief that "men are not equal in intelligence or

identical in temperament, although they all can become moral

men" (7, p. 36), led Confucius to teach the Way of Chun-tzu,

a true gentleman and a morally superior man. Of all the

characteristics that belong to a true gentleman, "jen" is

the greatest. Confucius said that the qualities of endurance,

fortitude, simplicity, and sparseness of speech were close to

the meaning of jen; also important were reverance, kindness,
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sincerity, sagacity, and generosity (5, pp. 5-6). Thus,

"jen" was variously translated as love, humanity (9, p. 21),

benevolence (11, p. 66), goodness (7, p. 32), or sympathy

(6, p. 38).

Another important factor in Confucian philosophy, how-

ever, was that a man was never merely an individual, but was

always an interpersonal entity (7, p. 32). Virtue could grow

only through benevolent conduct in the practical affairs of

everyday life. Jen required acting with reverence and

respect, therefore, and displaying in all the different

relationships of life: liberality, faithfulness, diligence,

and kindness (11, p. 67).

Yet primary to all human virtues were filial pity and

brotherly love, which Confucius called the roots of jen

(1, p. 20). These roots were firmly established in the

patriarchal society that predated Confucius, a society in

which respect and obedience were the codes balancing rela-

tionships between elders and youths. In addition, with the

whole state treated as a large family, the difference between

high and low made the ruling system possible. That is,

Confucius believed filiation to be "the vital way of keeping

the world ordered and the people in harmony" (10, p. 3) and

the foundation of virtue as well as the root of civilization.

If everyone in a family, a clan, or a state followed the
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proper code of behavior, harmony and a stable social order

would automatically occur (11, p. 70).

The other basic virtues required of a chun-tze, or a

true gentleman, were righteousness (justice), loyalty,

consideration (reciprocity), and propriety. Righteousness

was what was fitting or right. Confucius called for the

morally superior man to consider righteousness the essential

quality above every other thing, that is, of the highest

importance (4, pp. 299, 329). And while propriety and con-

cession were central to one's treatment of others, loyalty

and reciprocity also were required.

Another important aspect of Confucian teachings was

the belief that no man could be considered truly sincere if

he did not know the difference between good and evil. A

gentleman always had to place the welfare of his fellow-men

ahead of his own. Propriety and righteousness were the

basic rules that should govern a man's conduct; incorrupti-

bility and shamefulness were the two qualities that made a

man stand erect as a man (5, pp. 341-344). Thus, a gentle-

man had to cultivate his ethical profundity, remain patient

and maintain peace of mind. Modesty, tolerance, and for-

giveness had to control one's basic attitude toward others,

and a gentleman could not be "unduly concerned with such

things as affluence or poverty, life or death, constance or

change" (5, p. 340) .
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As significant as these moral disciples were, Confucius

never referred to a fixed or an unchanging law, or to a

divine fiat that stated what men could or could not do in

any particular circumstance, or resolved obvious conflicts

between values. What was deemed fitting on one occasion

might be inappropriate on another; the only solution was

for every man to decide by his own conscience, or jen

(8, p. 321; 11, p. 68). Thus, in Confucian political think-

ing, Everyman should develop his fellow-feeling to the

maximum degree and thereby construct a world ruled by the

doctrine of jen and lead the state to achieve "the Great

Commonwealth " (Ta-tung). Officialdom in this Confucian out-

look provided not only a framework of conventions and

institutions, but also the human organization that was part

of the cosmic order. One of the fundamental concepts was

that a good man insisted on a good government. Though the

constitution was perfect, if the men who ruled with it were

bad, the government could not be good. Thus, Confucian

political thinking regarded political capacity, political

habits, and political morality in men as both the means and

the ends of correct human behavior.

These Confucian ethical or humanist principles modified

Chinese social and political structures into a system of

authoritarian government. At the same time, these ethical

principles indicated that the duty of a sovereign lay in
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ordering his government to work for the benefit of his sub-

jects,. The official's duty was to serve all the people,

without personal ambition or interests, and the officials

entrusted with the cares of state were not entitled to the

enjoyment of official privileges or emoluments simply by

virtue of birth or hereditary office.

The way to get an official position was always

Confucian. Through a civil service examination held by the

Imperial Court, Confucian scholars had the chance to serve

the people at court or in different districts around the

country. The magistrate in each district was called a

"parent-official,"'and while serving as the local judge,

was involved directly in the people's welfare. The magis-

trate was the most important official in any district, and

corruption, cheating, violation of the law, or failure to

bring law violators to justice were seen as crimes against

the Way of Heaven (5, pp. 118).

Yet Confucian scholars never developed the law; they

saw it only as a means of education and rectification.

Believing firmly that the law was made for man, and not man

for the law (5, pp. 189-190), they also realized that the

simpler the law was, the less likely was it to be abused

by the judges during its execution. Since the judges could

use any means of torture to obtain whatever confession

they wished, the accused often confessed to a crime which
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he had not committed. Thus, besides being strict and severe,

the judges were often cruel and brutal; they were called

"the criminals of the nation " (5, p. 188).

Confucius noted, however, that a gentleman does not

mind being in office; all he minds about is whether he has

qualities that entitle him to office" (9, p. 9). While an

educated gentleman strove to attain a higher and a richer

degree of culture, to encourage the maintenance of correct

social stations, and to discharge his communal responsibil-

ities, he always had to bear in mind the principle of

propriety (li). In every aspect of life, he had to use the

appropriate means to pursue jen and to achieve the ideal

political world of "the Great Commonwealth."

The Yuan Administration

Under Ghengis Kahn and his heirs, the Mongols of

Central Asia went from conquest to conquest during the thir-

teenth century until the Mongol Empire included most of Asia.

Northern China, where Kuan Han-ch'ing was living, was con-

quered in 1234 A.D. Yet many Mongol customs were inappro-

priate for the governing of China. When the principle of

"divide and conquer" was carried out, the people were sepa-

rated into four unequal social classes. The Mongols took

the highest places and enjoyed special privileges, while
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the Chinese were made inferior in social, military, and legal

rank (12, pp. 158-159).

The Chinese ethical culture and moral order had long

been associated with an agricultural economy and had led to

a sedentary society. Mongol rule disturbed the traditional

life of the Chinese. The instability of the Mongol leader-

ship brought about the "highly concentrated ownership of

land [of government and nobles], exorbitant rents and taxes

[increased twenty-fold within forty years], heavy corv6e,

exploitation by usury andextortionsby corrupt of ficials--

all contributed to the extreme poverty and the hardships

of the peasants" (12, p. 160). These problems led Chinese

socity toward an uprooting change.

Self-conscious about being conquerors, the Mongol rulers

enjoyed mastery over the society rather than responsibility

for it. While keeping a firm grip on all the high offices

and taking all the positions that could affect their inter--

ests, the Mongols fought as much against the instability of

the court leadership as against the subject people.

Male Characters Chosen for Study

Six minor male characters were chosen for this study;

all were either corrupt officers in an incompetent govern-

ment or greedy villains who represented disturbed personal-

ities that behaved contrary to Confucian teachings. These
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characters were T'ao Wu, a magistrate in Injustice to Tou 0;

Chia Hsu, also a magistrate, Clues From a Dream; Lord Yang, a

noble figure in The Riverside Pavilion; Donkey Chang, a villain

in Injustice to Tou O; K'ung Chun-li, a Tartar in Weeping for

Ts'un-shiao; and Li Ts'un-shin, also a Tartar villain in

Weeping for Ts'un-shiao.

Officers

In Kuan's plays, there were good officers as well as

corrupt ones. The good officers, such as the Prefect Pao

Cheng in The Butterfly Dream and the Prefect Chien Kuo-tao

in Hsieh T'ien-hsiang, the Courtesan and Clues From a

Dream, were all portrayed as wise and just magistrates.

In three plays, however, Kuan portrayed the "criminal

judges." The magistrate in Injustice to Tou 0, for example,

showed the moral breakdown of the Confucian intellectuals.

Tao Wu

Although the appearance of Prefect Tao Wu in Injustice

to Tou 0 was short, it revealed the injustice and the

perfunctory behavior of the local judges. Tao Wu's intro-

ductory lines clearly reflected his personality:

I am a hard-working official;
I make money out of my lawsuits;
But when my superiors come to investigate,
I pretend to be ill and stay at home in bed.

(13, p. 34)
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Also Tao Wu's shamelessness was satirized when he confronted

the chance of "making money":

Donkey: I want to lodge a charge.

Attendant: Come over here.

(Donkey and Tou kneel to the prefect, who kneels to
them.)

Prefect: (kneeling): Please rise.

Attendant: Your Honour, this is a citizen who's come
to ask for justice. Why should you kneel
to him?

Prefect: Why? Because such citizens are food and
clothes to me. (13, p. 34)

Yet brutality and carelessness during the inquisitions

were Tao Wu's most important characteristics:

Prefect: Which of you is the plaintiff, which the
defendant? Out with the truth now!

Donkey: I am the plaintiff. I accuse this young
woman, Tou 0, of poisoning my father with
soup. Let justice be done, Your Honour!

Prefect: Who poisoned the soup?

Tou: Not I!

Mrs. Tsai: Not I!

Donkey: Not I!

Prefect: If none of you did it, I wonder if I
could have done it?

Tou 0: Your Honour is as discerning as a mirror,
And can see my innermost thoughts.
There was nothing wrong with the soup,
I know nothing about the poison;
He made a pretense of testing it,
Then his father drank it and fell down dead.
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It is not that I want to deny my guilt in
court;
But I cannot confess to a crime I have not
committed!

Prefect: Low characters are like that: they'll
only confess when put to torture.
Attendant! Bring the bastinado to beat
her.

(The attendant beats Tou 0. Three times she faints and
he has to sprinkle her with water to bring her around.)

Tou 0: This terrible beating is more than I can
bear. . .
A thousand strokes: I am streaming with
blood!
At each blow from the bastinado
My blood spurts out and my skin is torn
from my flesh;
My spirit takes flight in fear,
Approaching the nether regions.
Who knows the bitterness in my heart?
It was not I who poisoned the old man;
I beg Your Honour to find out the truth!

Prefect: Will you confess now?

Tou 0: I swear it was not I who put in the poison.

Prefect: In that case, beat the old woman.
(13, pp. 34-35)

Since Tao Wu intended to use the same torture on Mrs. Tsai,

Tou 0 was forced to confess to a crime that she had not

committed. After Tou 0 had been sentenced to death and

brought to her death cell, Tao Wu simply said: "Tomorrow

Tou 0 will be executed. Today's work is done. Bring me my

horse; I am going home to drink."

MMMNOWNWARW -- AIFM
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Chia Hsu

The other official chosen for this study was Chia Hsu

in the comedy Clues From a Dream. Written to be corrupt

and muddle about in a farcical way, Chia Hsu was different

from Tao Wu in the tragic Injustice to Tou 0; Chia Hsu did

not appear as a serious brutal judge, but instead was a

funny clown. This approach allowed the audience to avoid

identifying the hero with pity and fear, as happened in

Tou 0. On the one hand, Chia Hsu served as the key to

changes in the story; on the other, he was a comic figure

who relieved the dramatic tension that had been created

in earlier scenes.

When Kui-hsiang's father, Half-State Wang, dragged

Li Ch'ing-ann to the court, Chia Hsu asked Chang Chien, one

of his attendants, "Who is making noises out there? It must

be the people who want to file a lawsuit. Listen, Chang

Chien, there comes business!" After all of the people

knelt down at the court and told Chia Hsu the story, the

conversation continued:

Chia Hsu: This is a matter of life and death, and
I do not care who's right and who's
wrong. (To attendant) Bring this man
up and beat him.

Chang Chien: Yes. (Pretends to take Mr. Wang.)

(Mr. Wang points out with three fingers--which means
he will bribe the officials so much money.)

Chang Chien: Are the other two fingers crippled?
(Mr. Wang points out with five fingers.)
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Judge, since it is the truth, let him go.
He is the appellent, you don't have to
question him. Let him be paroled.

Chia Hsu: Chang Chien is right. Mr. Wang, you
are innocent. Stay home and come when
the court subpoenas you (3, p. 562).

After Wang left, Chia Hsu did not attempt to dig out the

truth, but only tortured Li Ch'ing-ann to force him to

confess to murder.

The scene ended with the same kind of ridiculous

action, and the total effect was to reveal how irrespon-

sible and muddled Chia Hsu was. When Chang Chien sent

Li Ch'ing-ann to a death cell, a new officer came and

Chang Chien led the attendants to welcome the new officer.

Seeing them leave, Chia Hsu says:

Chang Chien is impolite. After a whole day's
inquiry, I do not know how come it's finished. He
sent away the witness, and now takes my attendants
to welcome the new officer. If the new officer asks
me about this investigation, what should I do? Roll
on the floor and cry? Heaven! Aren't they insult-
ing me! They all have gone, and no one will carry
my desk. Well! Well! I'll pick up my things and
go home myself. (Carries the desk over his head.)
Fried beans! Fried rice cakes! (Imitating the
calling of vendors.) (3, p. 563)

Lord Yang

A simple tragi-comic treatment of an officer occurred

in The Riverside Pavilion. Lord Yang was a powerful bully

who both developed the central events of the play and pro-

vided the comic relief. In fact, all of the comedy in the

play was provided by Lord Yang and his two attendants. In
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the beginning of Act II, for example, Lord Yang addressed

the audience:

I am the rake of rakes,
First among prolifigates.
All citizens fear me--
The powerful Lord Yang !
I am Lord Yang. When I heard of the beauty of Li
Hsi-yen's widow, Tan Chi-erh, I tried to make her my
concubine. but now that dog Pai Shih-chung has married
her on his way to Tanchow, where he is magistrate. The
abbess of the Convent of Pure Tranquillity was their
go-between. Well, a gentleman knows how to hate. A
stout fellow does nothing by halves. I am not going
to stand for this. He has no call to envy me, but I
envy him. So I told the emperor today that Pai
neglects public business for wine and women. When His
Majesty issued an order for his execution, I immediately
urged him not to send anyone else, but to let me go in
person to cut off Pai's head--then there could be no
mistake. His Majesty has agreed and given me the sword
of authority and gold tally. Now attendant, tell my
two men to get the boat ready. We're going straight to
Tanchow to cut off Pai's head. (13, pp. 136-137)

What appeared ironic here was that Lord Yang's accusa-

tion that Pai had neglected public business for wine and

women exactly pictured his own behavior. His lust for women

and wine, in fact, made him lose all his official dignity

while carrying out his plans. In the end, his appetites

kept his dream of having the beautiful Chi-erh for a con-

cubine from becoming a reality.

The comic beginning of Act III revealed Lord Yang's

stupidity. He allowed his two attendants to search his

head for lice and ticks and to steal his wine in front of

him. Following this farcical event was the scene in which

Chi-erh came aboard:
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Yang: Curse you! Let me have a few cups now in peace
while you drive away the other boats. There
is someone coming.

(Enter Tan Chi-erh carrying a fish.)

Tan: There is no one here. I am Tan Chi-erh, the
wife of Pai Shih-chung. I have dressed myself
like a fish-wife to see Lord Yang. What a fine
fish this is! It was frisking along with the
waves looking for food, when I launched my
boat, cast my net, and caught it. Glittering
scales, three feet long! It will be very
tasy, sliced. A beautiful fish! ...
I moor my boat and step ashore. (She greets
Chang.)

Chang: I seem to know you, sister.

Tan: Who do you think I am?

Chang: Aren't you Mrs. Chang?

Tan: Of course. How could you forget me? But
who are you?

Chang: I am Tortoise Chang, of course.

Tan: That's it! (She slaps him.) Darling boy!
These days.I can see you have been eating well.
I often think of you.

Chang: Do you love me, sister?

Tan: Of course, son. Now go and tell your master
that I'm going to slice some fish for him,
so that I can make a little money . . .
(Greeting Lord Yang) Good evening, Your
Honour.

Yang: (Admiring her.) A fine-looking woman! . .
Thank you for coming here, my good woman.
Here, fellow, bring some sweetmeats. I'll
drink a few cups with this young woman. Pour
out the wine. Drink it, ma'am!
(The servant drinks the wine.)
What are you doing?
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Servant: Are you going to drink or not? You just
press each other.

Yang: Hold your tongue anc} get out of the way.
Bring more wine. (To tan.) Drink this
cup.

Tan: After you, Your Honour!

Yang: Chang Shao, do me a favor and be my go-
between. Tell Mrs. Chang she cannot be my
wife, but I'll take her as my concubine.
She shall have a shawl, silk smock, and
embroidered handkerchief.

Chang: Don't worry, sir. You can depend on me.
(To Tan) Mrs. Chang, you are in luck. You
heard what our master said. You cannot be
his wife, but he'll take you as his concu-
bine, and give you a shawl, silk smock,
and border chief. . . ..

Tan: You mean an embroidered handkerchief.

Tan: You are doing me a great honour.
I will not boast of my chastity,
But this is the first time I have fallen in
love.
Though I am plain, and a little rude and
stubborn,
At the sight of you I cannot hold myself
back
Or put up any resisteance.
You have come, sir to rescue the people,
Take no half measures then--
When you catch that wicked magistrate
You must see that blood is spilt!
I am longing to share your bed:
I cannot be pure as snow or cold as ice.

(Tan Chi-erh glances at him significantly.)

Yang: (Pleased.) Well, well!

Chang and Servant: (Echoing him.) Well, well!
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Yang: What are you two doing?

Chang: Joining in the fun.
(13, pp. 143-147)

Finally, when Lord Yang and the two attendants were

drunk, Chi-erh got the sword of authority, the gold tally,

and the imperial edict.

Villains

The villains examined in the study were Donkey Chang

in Injustice to Tou 0, and Kang Chun-li and Li Ts'un-shin

in Weeping for Ts'un-shiao. Each of them played an important

role in the play he occupied, and their actions revealed a

society without order and a family without respect or love.

Donkey Chang

In Injustice to Tou 0, Donkey and his father stumbled

upon a murder case and saved an old lady, Mrs. Tsai. When

she expressed her appreciation, Mrs. Tsai revealed that

there were two widows including herself in the family and

that they were rich enough to loan money. Donkey then told

his father: "Did you hear that, dad? She has a daughter-

in-law at home! Suppose you take her as your wife and I

take the daughter in law? Propose it to her, dad!" When

Mrs. Tsai refused the offer, Donkey threatened her: "So

you refuse! I'd better strangle you after all." Thus, both

Donkey and his father entered Mrs. Tsai's house.
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Then, when Donkey's proposal was refused by Tou 0,

Mrs. Tsai's daughter-in-law, Mrs. Tsai told Tou 0, "The date

is fixed, and they are already here." Donkey was so happy

that he chanted, "Now we shall marry into their family. Our

hats are brushed as good as new and have narrow brims like

bridegrooms'! Good! Fine!" This enthusiasm, however, was

soon dampened by Tou's anger. Seeing that Tou 0 was leaving

but that the old couple went to have some wine for the cele-

bration, Donkey said, "Tou C refused to have me, but I

shan't let her get away; she will have to be my wife."

Facing Tou O's refusal, Donkey went out to get some

poison. He believed that if Mrs. Tsai were dead, Tou 0

would have no choice but to marry him. When Mrs. Tsai was

hungry for goat tripe soup, Donkey told Tou 0 to prepare it

and then poured poison in the soup. To show her appreciation

to Old Chang for his taking care of her when she was sick,

Mrs. Tsai let him have the first sip.

When the old man promptly died, Donkey did not feel

sorrow or regret; instead, he insisted that Tou 0 was the

murderer:

Donkey: Fine! You have poisoned my father! What
are you going to do about this?

Mrs. Tsai: Child, you had better marry him now.

Tou 0: How can you say such a thing, mother?
This fellow forced my mother-in-law to
keep him;
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Now he's poisoned his father,
But whom does he think he can frithten?

Mrs. Tsai: You'd better marry him, child.

Tou 0: A horse can't have two saddles;
I was your son's wife when he was alive,
Yet now you are urging me to marry again.
This is unthinkable!

Donkey: Tou 0, you murdered my old man. Do you
want to settle this in private or settle
it in public?

Tou 0: What do you mean?

Donkey: If you want to settle in public, I'll drag
you to the court, and you'll have to confess
to the murder of my father! If you want
it settled in private, agree to be my
wife. Then I'll let you off. (13, p.33)

Being innocent, Tou 0 was more willing to go to the court

for justice than to marry Donkey. In the end, however, she

was executed because of Donkey's false accusation.

Kang and Li

Unlike Donkey Chang, who was sometimes villainous and

sometimes funny, the two villains in Weeping for Ts'un-

shiao, Kang Chun-li and Li Ts'un-shin, were out-and-out

clowns. Their opening lines described them perfectly:

We gulp down pounds of mutton,
But cannot ride;
We know nothing of archery,
And cannot shoot.
At the start of good wine
We start to swill,
Until we end up
In a drunken stupor.
Even our officers
Forget our names;
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We are a pair of rogues,
A couple of curs. (13, pp. 205-206)

In one way or another, however, they were tricky as well as

clownish, cowardly as well as remorseless, useless as well

as wicked. Like Donkey Chang in Injustice to Tou 0, these

two villains provided the main dramatic conflicts in their

play.

Weeping for Ts'un-shiao opened after a civil war had

just ended. The Tartar general Li Ko-yung distributed the

recovered territories to his adopted sons and generals.

Because they had not had any successful military campaigns,

Kang and Li received the state of Hsing, a dangerous terri-

tory that had a common border with General Li's enemy.

The two villains were often worried about their personal

safety, and they wanted to rule the richer and safer state

of Lu, which had been awarded to their foster brother, the

brave Flying-tiger General, Li Ts'un-shaio.

Because they were also talented entertainers, Kang and

Li's foster father, General Li Ko-yung, was particularly

fond of them:

. . . We cannot draw a bow or fight, but he can
sing and I can dance. We are adopted sons of Li
Ko-yung, who dotes on us. When we are away, he takes
neither meat nor wine, but when we are there he takes
both--that shows how he loves us. . . . (13, p. 206)

Since they were so close to their father, they realized

that Li Ko-yung would get drunk whenever drinks were served.
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To use this knowledge, the two villains set up a farewell

banquet for their father. When General Li got drunk, they

persuaded him to promise them the state of Lu. Ts'un-

shiao was not satisfied with his father's new decision and

asked for his foster mother's help. By now, though, the

father was too drunk, and there was nothing that could be

done. Ts'un-shiao left angry, but accepted the state of

Hsing. Once Kang and Li both realized that after their

father's recovery they would be blamed for this unjust deed,

they planned to kill Ts'un-shaio.

In Act II, the two evil-minded brothers visited Ts'un-

shiao, pretended to be representatives of their father, and

told Ts'un-shiao that he needed to abandon the family name

of Li and go back to his own name. The father was asking.

every foster son to do so, the brothers added. They also

told Ts'un-shiao that if he did not follow the order, he

would be executed. When the two brothers returned from the

visit, they spread rumors that Ts'un-shiao was not satisfied

with his father's gift of the state of Hsing, that he there-

fore refused to be a member of the Li family, and that he

was now leading his troops to attack his father.

As Li Ko-yung's troops were being assembled to fight

against Ts'un-shiao, Lady Liu, his mother, who did not believe

it was possible for Ts'un-shiao to mutiny, travelled to the

state of Hsing to see Ts'un-shiao, find out the truth, and
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then bring him back to clear himself. But Ts'un-shiao was

again trapped by his two brothers:

Ts'un-shiao: Go in first and say a good word for me,
mother.

Liu:

Ts 'un-shin:

Don' t worry, son. I will. (She greets
Li.) So you are drunk again, husband.
If I hadn't gone, you would have done
Ts'un-shiao a serious wrong.

Mother! Brother Ya-tzu has been thrown
from his horse in the hunt.

Liu: (alarmed) What's that? I must go to see my son!

Ts 'un-shiao:

Liu:

Ts 'un-shiao:

Liu:

Ts'un-shiao:

(Seizing her sleeve) Put in a good word
for me, mother!

My son Ya-tzu has been thrown in the hunt.
I must go and see him. I shall come back
very soon.

You are leaving me, mother, and my father
is drunk. He will listen to those two
villains and have me killed.

Can't you understand? My own son has
fallen from a horse and been killed. How
can a mother behave as if nothing had
happened? He is my own flesh and blood.
I cannot look after you now--I must go
to my son. (She pushes him aside and goes
out.)

(Shedding tears) Ah, mother!
Ya-tzu has been thrown,
And she is broken-hearted,
For they are one flesh and blood.
When the choice lies between
An adopted son and her own,
The difference is clear as noonday.
Ya-tzu was flesh of her flesh,
While I am a stranger.
She mourns for her own:
Her own child is more dear to her.



Ts'un-shin:

Li:

(Offering wine) Father, drink one more
cup.

(Reeling) I am drunk.

Chun--li:

Li:

Ts'un-shiao is at the gate, father.
He is disloyal and ungrateful.

I feel distempered. (Exit.)

Ts'un-shin:

Chun-li:

Ts'un-shiao:

Ts'un-shin:

The old man said he felt distempered,
brother. He is drunk. What shall we
do? Suppose tomorrow when he wakes up,
we say that he told us to have Ts'un-shiao
di smembered?

Right! If we don't kill him, tomorrow
when the old man wakes up and listens
to his wife, we shall die. Men, arrest
Ts'un-shiao!

Where are you taking me, Ts'un-shin and
Chun-li?

These are our father's orders. For your
ingratitude and disloyalty, you are to
be torn to pieces by five carts.

(13, pp. 224-225)

Hearing these words, the hero called to Heaven to witness

his achievements:

Enough'!
My high ambitions towered to the stars,
Heaven decreed me a noble.
I risked my life to prop the tottering throne,
And fought hard at the head of the spearmen.
Flags gleamed in the sun like serpents;
Now wild flowers bloom over sad battlefields,
The hero is wrongly killed--
This is the fruit of loyalty and goodness!
Ah, wife, I am dying of bitterness! (13, p. 226)
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As Tsun-shiao was weeping and crying aloud, Kang Chun-li

and Li Ts'un-shin had him torn limb from limb without a

warrant for his execution and without giving him a chance

to speak.
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CHAPTER IV

CONCLUSION

The Chinese Theatre was one of many artistic achieve-

ments provided by a civilization that began nearly 5,000

years ago. The study upon which this thesis is based

sought to analyze the principal female and selected male

roles in the eleven extant plays of Kuan Han-ch'ing

(1224-1300? A.D.) with regard to their relationship with

Kuan's beliefs about anarchy and disorder, and with the

Confucian view of women. In particular, the study

examined the ways in which the characters being studied

reflected the social concepts of the Yuan dynasty

(1280-1368 A.D.) and articulated Kuan's rebellion against

that society.

Eight female characters, three male public officials,

and three male villains were chosen for the study. These

"portraits" were measured against the social views which

were dominant in the Yuan dynasty and the teachings of

Confucius about human behavior.

SUMMARY

The theatre in China developed over a long period of

time. The various dramatic elements--acting, music and
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dance, dialogue and songs and so forth--slowly evolved

toward the traditional style. Once the highly formalized,

openly theatrical performance style was firmly established,

there were few changes. At the time of Kuan Han-Ch'ing,

the performer was the dominant element in the theatre;

Kuan added new and effective literary works to the tradi-

tions of performance.

Kuan was both a romantic poet and a capable actor-

playwright who wrote many lyric poems and about sixty-

seven plays. Only eighteen plays still exist today, and

of these only eleven were completely preserved and could

accurately be ascribed to Kuan. The extant plays clearly

demonstrated Kuan's literary and dramatic abilities, how-

ever, and the plays indicated that Kuan employed a typical

plot structure known as Tsa-chu. This plot included a

prologue, two main acts, and an epilogue.

The use of a traditional plot structure allowed Kuan

to concentrate on character portrayal and on his critique

of Confucianism and the Mongol dynasty that subordinated

Chinese cultural activities to those of a conqueror. In

the teachings of Confucius, females were to be ruled by

males; familial and social harmony depended upon this over-

lordship. Obedience, modesty, chastity, and conjugal

fidelity were required of every proper female and punishment

for variance from the accepted norm was swift and harsh.
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The eight females chosen for this study represented

such a variation. Each woman acts as an individual who

has both a mind of her own and an independent spirit.

Though some were prostitutes--and hence not "proper"--

others were mothers, daughters, and wives. All of them

were strong willed and intelligent, and all handled daily

affairs with aplomb. Their personalities and their actions

were in no way subordinate to males or weak in any way.

The six minor males also behaved contrary to the

precepts of Confucius, who taught that males should behave

in a way that would achieve harmony and happiness in human

relations. This practice of proper behavior should main-

tain justice in social and political life. The primary job

of men was to train themselves to be morally superior at

all times. Unfortunately, as portrayed in Kuan's plays,

the men of his time did not measure up.

Kuan's portrait of the total Yuan society revealed

this same reversal of polarity. The "happy ending" had

always been predominant in the Chinese theatre; -the good

people were rewarded and the bad were punished. Though

Kuan likewise employed happy endings, his purpose was to

expose the people's suffering as they struggled with

unreasonable social regulations. Tao Wu, Lord Yang, Chia

Hsu, and Kang Chun-li represented common figures in a

disorderly and corrupt society. The stories of Tou 0,
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Mother Wang, Tau Chi-erh, and Chao Pan-erh showed people

struggling against either corrupt local governors or bullies.

The courage exhibited in the struggle and the ultimate happy

outcome demonstrated a wish for humanitarian rules.

All but three of Kuan's plays, moreover, revealed a

disturbed society. The three exceptions were The Jade

Mirror Stand, a romantic comedy about a scholar, Lord Kuan

Goes to the Feast With the Single Sword, a melodrama about

the National Hero Kuan Yu, and Mother Chen Instructs Her

Sons, a farce about Mother Chen forcing her three sons to

become scholar officials.

In all of Kuan's extant plays, however, he portrayed

female characters as vivid individuals rather than stereo-

types with all the traditional virtues. The behavior of

these females no doubt showed Kuan's discontent with social

institutions such as marriage, prostitution, occupations for

women, and Confucian ideology.

Few choices were available to Chinese women in the

thirteenth century. One example of this was widowhood, which

was considered to demonstrate one of the most admired femi-

nine virtues, conjugal fidelity. Regardless of the economic

problems a widow might encounter in her solitary life, women

ordinarily were not encouraged to remarry.

Kuan's plays honestly portrayed the painful daily

experiences a widow might expect. Tou 0, Tan Chi-erh,
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Mrs. Tsai, Mother Wang, and Lady Teng all lost their mates,

and all experienced spiritual, physical, or economic

difficulties. It seems likely that Kuan favored having

women remarry; the sadness, for instance, in the lives of

Mother Wang and Lady Teng was very different from the

immediate happiness achieved by Mrs. Tsai and by Tan Chi-erh

after they each took a second husband. Though Tan Chi-erh's

life was so painful that she sought the seclusion of a

nunnery, Kuan's story gave her a second marriage with a

considerate husband and then a happy new life. Stories

like this probably would have encouraged widows who read

them or saw them performed to seek a second marriage.

Yet Kuan's plays also revealed some serious marital

problems among the sing-song girls. Chao Pan-erh, for

example, who was smart enough to avoid being married to the

prodigals who frequented brothels all the time, was pre-

vented from meeting different kinds of men because of her

low social status. In another play, when Du Jui-niang was

deeply in love with Han Fu-chen, her marriage with Han was

strongly opposed by her mother. The title character in

Hsieh Tien-Hsiang, the Courtesan, was forced to marry a

stranger, and the marriage of Sung Yin-chang turned out to

be a failure. Although Kuan may not have been surprised

that it was the profession and the status of these prosti-

tutes which kept them from having a normal and happy marriage,
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the way he recorded the difficulties and obstacles of their

marriages fully demonstrated his disagreement with the

mores of his era and his deep-felt sympathy for the women

he chose to portray.

Those plays directly concerned with life in a brothel

(i.e. Rescued b a Courtesan and Golden Thread Pond), showed

the prostitutes' weariness with their profession and their

hatred of the wicked side of prostitution. In Golden-Thread

Pond, for example, Jui-niang's pride made the play a severe

diatribe against prostitution; in Rescued by a Courtesan,

which is Pan-erh's story, though she was witty and consid-

erate, both these plays attacked prostitution as "the lowest

trade," in which one "lived by cheating others."

Kuan was a student of Confucius, and the characters in

his plays were portrayed in a manner calculated to examine

the merits of Confucianism. In fact, there were several

"scholars" in his plays who failed to follow Confucian moral-

ity teaching. The brutal Tao Wu, for example, the corrupt

Chia Hsu, and the rakish Lord Yong all represented the dark

side of anarchy. While Kuan's contemporaries no doubt

believed that "good magistrates make happy people, just laws

are pleasing to Heaven" (see Weeping for Ts'un-Shiao) and

that only morally superior men should become officials, the

appearance of these corrupt officials in Kuan's plays

suggested his belief that his society, which was under Mongol
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control, lacked an acceptable class of leaders. The proper

attitudes in every social relationship, such as benevolent

and filial piety between parents and children or righteous-

ness and brotherly love between friends and brothers, were

also absent in Kuan's plays. Donkey Chang, Kang Chun-li,

and Li Ts'un-shiao, for example, hid their villainous

behavior in selfishness and lustful desires; even murder

was not beneath them. For Kuan, this avoidance of the

Confucian norms suggested the complete breakdown of the

family during the Yuan dynasty.

This breakdown of family relationships, a leading

class that was corrupt and incompetent, special privileges

for the powerful, the ease with which villains disturbed

the peace and safety of the innocent--these hallmarks of

a rotten society were particularly manifest in the actions

of Kuan's corrupt officials. Their failure to carry out

their responsibilities meant that none of the other "crimes

against Confucianism" could be rectified.

The only noteworthy improvement that Kuan's plays

revealed--at least to some twentieth-century sensibilities--

was the high place he gave to women in general and to pros-

titutes in particular. Yet even this viewpoint represented

the topsy-turvydom which would be dominant in a society

that went against the teachings of Confucius.
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For that matter, Kuan himself could be said to have

tried to escape the social reality of his time by living

in and by writing about brothels and indeed by working, as

he said, with "small skill" in the theatre. That he

managed to write powerful and intricate drama filled with

lyricism and humor, each a manifesto for poetic justice in

a society where it was conspicuous by its absence, was

an achievement of some noteworthiness.

SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY

This study was concerned with social commentary pro-

vided by the characterizations in Kuan Han-Ch'ing's plays.

It would be worthwhile to explore the ways in which his

lyric poems also contained such a commentary. Moreover,

since lyrical arias were an important means of revealing

mental states in the drama of China, further study of Kuan's

"lyrical dramaturgy" would seem to be in order.

No doubt such research would discover other reasons

for Kuan' s reputation as a dramatist. The overall effect

of his plays would reveal him to be not only a highly skilled

theatrical artist, but also a "master of the Chinese drama."
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